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1

Introduct i on

The purpose of this practicum has been to demonstrate

the application of structural family therapy with fanilies

where adolescents are the identified patients. The

accomplishnent of this objective as a social work

practitioner involves the integration of theory bases

appropriate to social work. This would enhance the

devel-opment of advaneed clinical skiIls for intervention in

families identifying troubled adoleseents.

The uniqueness of social- work has always been the

professions' dual focus on both person and environment.

Thus, social work practítioners have been concerned with

problems arising from the interaction of individuals,

families, groups, communities and the qualities of their

respective environments. Social work processes of

assessment, intervention, evaluation and termination are

carried out within the context of a holistic person/

environment framework. Thus, the theoretical base

underlying practice includes theories which attenpt to

explain human behavior within environmental context. In

this practicum, the family is viewed as the primary
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envíronmental context for the growing adolescent.

SubsequentJ-y, the theory base underlying the practicum

draws on notions of individual and family development along

with the environmental factors that impinge on the

developmental processes of both the adolescent and his

family. In addition, developmental and environmental

processes are viewed within a general systems framework

which is necessary for a holistic perspective of

adolescent/fanily/environmental concerns and issues.

The focus of the developmental theory was on two

elements: 1 ) a systemic integration of the developmental

theories of family with the tasks of adolescent

developmenti and 2l illustration of the effects of

demographic and environmental factors in the resolution of

developmental issues for the adolescent and their family.

The ecosystem theory nenti<¡ned in this section provides a'

conceptual framework which facilitates and integrates an

understanding of adolescents and their family's development

over time and within an environmental framework.

In addition to the developmental framework reference is
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made to structural theory which builds upon the

developmental theory. The structural model reinforces the

impact of developmental issues along with environmental

factors in understanding family dysfunction. This section

provides a discussion of the structural modeI, addressing

the rnajor concepts and techniques appropriate to promoting

change in dysfunctional families. Throughout the

presentation of the structural modeI, case examples are

cited to clarify the application of this theory, with

adolescents and their families.

The next section of thís report attempts to intertwine

theory, practice and evafuation methods. This integration

of theory and practice is accomplished with the detailed

review of six c&se examples. FamiJ-y Assessment Measure

resufts were interpreted with respect to each case in

relation to theory and practice issues.

The practicum placement served as the context for

continued self development in working with adolescents and

their families. A fourth section offers a summary of

personal learning from the practicum experience
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The final segment of this practicum report provides a

synthesis of the strengths and limitations of the practicum

experience with recommendations for this learner for her

future work with adolescents and their fanilies.

Note: fn the literature review of this practicurn report
the pronouns he/she are used inter-changeably
throughout. This is to enhance the reader's
interest and to acknowledge the inequality of the
traditional application of the masculine pronoun.
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PART ONE

LITERATURE REVÏEW
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Chapter One

Understanding Adolescence From A Systemic Approach

f Introduction

The process of human growth and development has been a

long-standing area of research and yet, adolescence has

only become an area of study since the turn of the

twentieth century. The absence of adolescence as a phase

in the life cycle occurred because, "prior to the

industrial revolution and the move to urbanization in this

country, the family functioned more as a comprehensive

economic unit" (Preto & Travis 1985 i22) . During this

period, children were viewed as miniature adults a male

child was viewed as a potential farmer, a small nodel of

his father and a female child was considered a breeder of

additional field hands (Dreyfus, 1976). Childhood during

this period could be equated to an apprenticeship which
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terminated with full responsibilities for work - children

were required to perform beyond their naturational

readiness as both the child and family's survival was at

stake.

The advent of the industrial revolution created a shift

from rural to urban life, altering the role of the farnily

(Dreyfus, 1976). The mechanization of machinery directed

increasing attention towards consumption and promoted more

child-centred ideals.

The focus on more chil-d centred ideals

to the concept of adolescence. The first

this life phase

considered the

(Muuss, 1962 ) .

understand the

Hall's theory was the first

tasks of the young person as

eventually lead

writer addressing

who is now

attempt to

she grows from

the adolescent

was Stanley Hal-l in 1904,

father of the "psychology of adolescence"

childhood to adult status. In Hall's view

struggles to balance the

of the more civilized.

more primitive impulses with those

The adolescents' attempts to

areas creates an inner turmoil

he considered the basis of

resolve these

of "storm and

two divergent

stress" which
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norma.l adolescent development.

The continued development of adolescent theory has been

shaped by many ideas which draw from the biological 
'

psychoanalytic, developmental and social theories of human

development. During the twentieth century views about

adolescence have mainly been influenced by developmental

and. social perspectives (Elder, Ig74l, These perspectives

of adolescence illustrate the interaction between internal

developmental forces and environmental factors. The

internal developmental factors relate to the tasks of

adolesence which include identity formation' sexuality and

individuation. The theories of Blos (1962) and Erikson

(1968) most adequately illustrate the integration of the

above areas.

Blos ( 1962 ) has greatly refined our understanding of

adolescent intrapsychic processes and of the specific tasks

at each phase of adolescence. He states that adolescents

are affected by the advent of sexual maturation, improved

cognitive abilities and new physical capabilities. These

changes in adolescence result in interests outside of, and
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more independence from, the family (BIos' 1979). BIos

views adolescence as a period of experimentation. This

life stage is the young personts last chance to try out

different roles before the possibilities left open are

limited by psychological, cognitive and environmental

factors. By the end of this phase, areas of interest

become specific enough for the young person to assume a

definite identity (Dreyfus' 1976). BIos (1962) clearly

ídentifies resolution of sexuality' identity formation and

separation as major tasks of adolescent development.

Erikson (1968) describes adolescence as a normative

crisis. Erikson views the Iife stage crisis of adolescence

as the crisis of Identity versus ldentity Confusion. This

is a period when puberty shakes up a child's securities and

identifications so that the maior task of an adol-escent

becomes one of achieving a coherent sense of self (Kaplan,

1984). Thusr Ers a conseguence of both their physical and

cognitive development and changing social expectations,

adolescents begin to reevaluate and reorganize the skills

and identifications of childhood into a new framework which

provides the young person with a "subjective sense of
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invigorating sameness and continuity" (Erikson' 1968:19).

The process of identity formation is facilitated in

adolescence by the union of increased cognitive

development, rapid physical maturation and expanded social

expectations (Preto & Travis, 1985). Erikson like Blos

identifies the development tasks of adolescent rnaking the

distinction of identity formation as the critical task in

adolescent development.

The rnajor theorists have defined the tasks of

adolescence, thenr Ers sexuality, identity formation and

individuation. These major tasks are not sequential in

nature but are intertwined in the young person's

developrnent within the family. This can be illustrated

with the search for identity which is a maior developmental

task of adolescence. The teenager establishing an identity

wrestles over time to find answers to questions such as who

am f, what do I believe in, and what I want to do in life

(Dreyfus, 1976). At the same time the adolescent must also

adapt to rapid changes in his body and dramatic changes in

cognitive capacity" In concert with this, the adolescent
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must learn how to begin the separation from her parents and

become self reliant, forming new patterns of relationships

with peers of both sexes (Nichols' 1984). Not until

adolescents have formulated some answers to how they feel

about these aspects of their lives are they ready to begin

thinking of how this self knowledge might fit together into

an integrated sense of identity (Kinnel & Weiner' 1985).

The developmental tasks of adolescence are initiated

simultaneously but are resolved to varying degrees over

time within the context of the fanily. Maintaining the

dual focus of Social Work practice would then require

examining the tasks of the adolescent in relation to their

environment. The following discussion wilI emphasize the

adolescent development within the family environment.

II An fntegration of Adolescent Development Issues Within

a Family Perspective

The tasks

from a family

section. This

of adolescence are most accurately viewed

contextr &s briefly explained in the previous

review will serve to build on the previous
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section with a more thorough integration of the

developmental tasks of adolescence with those of the

family. Subsequently, the systemic perspective of

adolescent and family development leads to a new

understanding of family dysfunction which is a useful

interventive framework in the understanding of troubled

adolescents and their fanilíes.

A Systenic Perspective

Current soeial work practice with families draws upon

general systems and ecological theories. As noted earfier

these theories provide a larger framework for understanding

adolescent/fanily/environmental issues and concerns. The

general s¡rstems theory points to the relat.ic'nship between

entities rather than viewing entities in isolatÍon. Thus,

a family system is a whole that is composed of interrelated

and interdependent parts. The collection of these parts in

a system requires a boundary that separates the inside of

the system from that which is outside (Hartman & Laird,

1983 ) . A system has a structure made up of those parts of

the system included in the boundaries of the more or less

permanent patterns of their relationship (Hartnan & Laird,
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1983:62). Systems also, have emergent qualities in that

the whole is greater than the E¡um of its parts and that the

interrelatedness of units in a system Elives rise to new

qualities that a.re a function of that interrelatedness

(Hartman & Laird, 1983). Thus, a change in any part of the

system will affect aII of its parts, unless the system is

so large that a change in one part can be absorbed without

affecting the whole (Casson, 1985). The contribution of

systems theory has made possible a more organized

perception of vast amounts of information in observation

and thought processes regarding families. Systems theory

has also promoted growth beyond the limitations of linear

thought and l-anguage.

Within general systems theory, a system is always a

part of a whole. That is, the system is part of a. Iarger

environment at the same time that it forms an environment

for other snaller systems. The ecological systems

perspective focuses on the adaptive balances between Iiving

systems and their environment as they gro$¡ and develop over

time. This theoretical approach includes the individual,

the family, the environment and the transactional
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relationships among these systems (Hartnan & Laird,

1983:60). Attention is paid to the nature of exchanges or

transitions which occur between individuals, families,

groups, communities and the larger environment. The social

worker focuses on how these system parts influence one

another rather than influencing any specific part. To

determine the point of intervention, the social worker

identifies the salient needs both in relation to each other

and to the whole. Points of entry are located where needs

converEle (KeIly, McKay & NeIson, 1985 ) .

Several authors draw on systemic notions of reciprocal

influence between individual growth processes, tasks and

f ami l-r¡ coping patterns . Rhod-es ( 797 7 ) L¡ui lds on svstems

theory as well as on Erikson's notions of individual stage

development and conceptualizes adolescence within a series

of eight successive developmental stages in the famiJ"y l-ife

cycle. In each developmental stage a fanily crisis is

created by the convergence of bio/psycho,/social processes

which demand that specific family tasks are undertaken.

Her formulation of stages of family development force one

to look at the family as the most potent milieu in which
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growth and change occur (Rhodes, 197?:30).

The Developmental Process of Family

The systemic view of fanily is incorporated in the

understanding of families developmental journey over time.

l{hite, Spesman, Costos & Young (1983) elaborate on this

systemic view. They suggest that the development of each

family menber contributes to the development of various

relational networks in the family and the developnent of

those networks contributes to the development of each

family member. This pattern is described as the

intergenerational spiral. Kramer (1985) notes that the

intergenerational spiral of family life involves farnily

members in different stages of development, negotiating a

mutual interdependence. In addition' this interplay

between individual development and larger family

relationships follows a predictable sequence leading to

ideas about the family life cycle. Each new stage of

development in this cycle requires that the fanily is to

support the growth and developnent of each of it's members

(Haley, 19?3). This task is challenged with the cyclical
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movement through successive stages of development as each

Iife transition (i.e., marriage, birth, children leaving

normativehome, death) brings a crisis. The aforementioned

developmental crisis c&use increased p*ressu¡e and poten!-i,aI

dis ani zat i on within the- ,sys.ten.

These concepts of family organizatíon and development

form a critical theoretical framework relevant to eny

therapeutic approach as they enlighten understanding of the

problems families face in their struggle together from

birth to death. One leading fanily therapist, Minuchin

( 1974 ) believes that the incorporation of developmental

themes would lead practitioners to view more familes who

^*+^- +l^^-^*.. €^*.:1.:^- .:- +-^-^.:+:^-^'lç¡lvçr ur¡Er@Pry @Ð evç¡458 lÕurrraEÞ Ill uIéItÞILIUll¿I

situations, suffering from the pains of accomodating to new

circumstances.

(J" Minuchints view a family memberts symptom can be a

means of signalling that the farnily is stuck or somehow

dislocated in moving through a developmental transition.

For example r &n adolescent referred for service because of

increasing acting out behaviors may indicate that from a
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developmental perspective the fanily may be stuck with the

transition involving an adolescent preparing to leave

home. To íllustrate thÍs, a rigid family structure that

was successful in the nurturance of dependent children is

no longer appropriate for an adolescent taking on the task

of separation. Rather than "curing" an individual, a

respectable goaL for family therapy in this case would be

to loosen rigid patterns in order to activate functional

family problen sol-ving mechanisms (BarnhilI & Longo,

1978:470). In order to achieve this goal an understanding

of how families differ in each stage of development is

useful and necessary for both family assessment and

intervention.

Systems theory, ecological systems theory and the

fanily life cycle theory have aided the field of family

therapy in the understanding of problerns that adolescents

and fanilies present in treatment. Defining the faurily as

a developing system has also assisted in attempts to

understand the processes that cause successful change in

dysfunctional families (Carter & McGoldrick, 1980).
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III The Familyts fmpact on the Tasks of Adolescence

The previous section served to establish &n

understanding of the integration of adolescence and family

development from a broad perspective. Consequentl-y, it is

also important to consider specifíc developmental issues

characteristic to various family forms struggling with

adolescence. The fanily forms to be discussed includ.e the

biological-, separated, divorced and blended family.

Biological Fanily

The biological family enters a new stage of its

developmental history when a child reaches adolescence.

Generally, the family reaches this phase of the life cycle

when the el-dest chil"d undergoes the physical changes of

puberty. The transformation of a child to an adolescent

triggers changes throughout the family system w h in turn

affect each family member. The famil Y 
t p_ response to this

n e w d e v e I o pm q n ta.l s t.ag e' . ne-,-q-u_i-,¡" 9 g. t.h.e*_.e- v o-.1 y i n g of nehr family

patterns and structures (Karpel & Strauss, 1983). The

challenge a. family faces in adjusting to the adolescent

phase is extended wíth additional children - the fanily
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begins this stage with the eldest child's entry into

puberty and ends with the last adolescent t s movement toward

independent living in early adulthood. The following

discussion will review the tasks of adolescence as

experienced by all members of the biological fanily in this

phase of developnent.

No matter how adolescence is defined, one of the

central tasks is grappling with sexuality (MitcheIl,

1971). The task for both the adolescent and his family is

dealing with the upsurge of sexual development that becomes

readily apparent at puberty. This transforms the

adolescent's levels of energy, and social interests to

affect not only the teenager but also radically altering

how he is perceived by other members of the fanily

(Mitchell, 1971; Preto & Travis' 1985).

The family's adjustment to their adolescentts growing

sexuality can be explained from the perspective of the

parents own sexual development. Thus, the onset of puberty

may create a variety of conflicts depending on how parents

view their own sexuality" In families where p.arents are
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not comfortable with their childts emerging sexuality, they

may ignore or reject this signifieant developmental

transition. In these families there is greater probability

of alienation between the parents and their adolescent.

Conversely, parents that are comfortable with their own

sexuality are more like1y to accept the heightened

sexuality of the adolescent and at the same time to set

realistic limits to expressions of the young person's

sexuality. This family environment provides the adolescent

with an accepting framework within which to express and

experiment with this important task of development (Preto &

Travis, 1985 ) .

The search for identity or sense of self is another

major developmental task of adolescence. This search ís a

proeess beginning at birth and accelerating at

adolescence. Erikson (1968) identifies five steps Ieading

in sequence from childhood to the eventual establishment of

a defined identity in late adolescence. Within each stage,

the developing young person faces & life crisis which in

theory, must be resolved before moving on to the next

stage. The successful resolution of each life stage crisis
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depends on how well the previous stages were negotiated.

As adolescence approaches, then, the child prepares for

this Iife stage crisis by again struggling to resolve

issues arising from earlier stages to achieve identity

formation.

As adolescents move to more advanced leve1s of identity

formation they develop their own ideas and perspectives.

They eventually question their parent's views and begin to

more objectively view parental virtues and faults in a

process of integrating into their personalities thc¡se that

are helpful in the transition to adulthood and reiecting

those they view as negative (Preto & Travis, 1985). In the

struggle to affirm their identity adolescents frequently

rebel against their parents' views and more so against the

dictates of autocratic parents. This rebellion arises from

the fear of losing ones sense of self in accepting totally

the beliefs and life style of someone else. Because they

have a developmental stake in an individuated identity and

distinctiveness from parents, youths exaggerate

intergenerational differences (Bengt,son & Kuypers, 1971).
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In the process of differentiating as individuals in

their own right, the young person normally presses for a

private life apart from the family which linits contact

with parents i.e., time in school, parttime employment and

social activities (Youniss & SmoIler, 1985). For the

majority of adolescents, the peer group functions as a

sanctuary between the world of the family and the more

denanding world of adulthood.

The peer group offers adolescents some protection of

their fragile identity against parental íntrusion. This

hypothesis serves as an explanation for the Íntense ties

the adolescent forms with peers. Such ties ensure the

safety of belonging to a "we" as opposed to the terror of

becoming an rrI' (Meeks, 1971). This move to environnents

beyond the family causes radicaÌ changes in the faurily's

boundaries.

The peer group often exists in antagonism to the

parents and functions as an opportunity for experimentation

with sex roles, modeling, interpersonal skiIIs and

independence from parents (Rhodes, 1977:.304). The
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adolescent in the bioloÉical family negotiates their

developmental tasks with the support of a peer group by

challenging the family to reassess old perspectvies with

new styles, new language r ñêw mannerisms and new values for

behavior (Carter & McGoldrick, 1980). Thus, parents find

themselves reassessing their own values, belief systems and

personal styles, partly in response to their adolescent and

partly as a result of their own development crisis (Preto &

Travis, 1985 r24l .

The achievement of independence or autonomy is the

third major task of adolescence. The adolescent's movement

toward autonomy involves learning to be physically and

psychologically independent of their parents (KimmeI &

Weiner, 1985). Again, this learning takes place in the

peer group and other environments external to the farnily,

Successful achievement requires that the adolescent t s

family accomodates this separation while at the same time

refraining from cutting off relationships (Karpel & Straus,

1983 ) .

Some parents want very much to retain their child
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rearing roles and avoid at all costs having their

adolescents grow up. This type of control is seen in

fanilies where "centripetal forces" operate to keep members

from leaving the system (Preto & Travis, 1985; Stierlin,

1979 ) . The parents build a nearly impermeable boundary to

protect adolescents from threats of the <¡utside world

(Walsh, 1982). To keep adofescents from the dangers of

this worl-d parents totally regulate their behaviorr even

making decisions for then - so there is no experience or

expression of individual identity (Kinmel & Weiner' 1985).

Dependency is promoted by reinforcing infantile behavior,

through mystification, or by demanding strong loyalty ties

so that extreme guilt is experienced when separation is

considered (Preto & Travis, 1985).

Adolescents who become entrenched in a "binding mode",

such as is described above ¡ &rê unable to leave home

(Karpel & Strauss, 1983:68), To perpetuate this cycle

family members are aII expected to think and feel the same

- adolescent individuation is not allowed in any form. The

absence of conflict or discord between parent and child may

indicate that the family is stuck in this "binding mode"
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and that further development has been severely

compromised. Adolescents from families trapped in a

"binding mode" may never achieve autonomy because of

attachments to the fanily and their fears about the

prospects of independent living.

At the other extreme, parents are eaÉler to be free of

chil-d rearíng responsibilities and push adolescents toward

maturity. The push outward and lack of control within this

type of fanily is said to be related to "centrifugal

forces". These forces enhance and promote independence

with adolescents taking full responsibility for decisions

and offering few rules for conduct. Another characteristic

of centrifugal control is an interaction style marked by

competition, teasing manipulation and open conflict that

may never be resolved. Frequently, a family with such

limited interpersonal skills, and continual conflict

provokes the adolescent to leave home. When this happens,

the young perslons t adaptation to the outside world is often

unsuccessful and she returns to the family needy and

hostile as before (Walsh, 1982). The family organization

is very unstable and as a result of never end.ing
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the adolescent easily

friends.

Most parents avoid the extremes of holding onto their

child rearing roles too long or letting go of them too

quickly (Kimrne1 & Weiner' 1985:239). However' some

families find it difficult to cope with an adolescent's

emerging independence and become over protective wanting to

retain their child rearing roles or demonstrate a lack of

control pressing their adolescents to mature quickly.

Other parents, because of ambivalent attitudes toward their

childrenr IIr&y shift back and forth between the extremes.

Parents that attempt to control their adolescents in this

random wåy may discover it leads to serious symptomatic

behavior (Preto & Travis, 1985). This may include severe

acting out behaviors such &sr delinquerrcyr drug abuse or

suicide.

The period of adolescence is usually viewed as a time

of turmoil for the teenager resolving developmental tasks.

But adolescence is rarely discussed as a parental

adjustment issue (Drefus 1976). Kramer frames the
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experience of niddle aged parents within the biological

f arni Iy as :

the late adolescent prepares to leave the family, the
family rnust deal with his leaving. This is the
beginning of exits from and entrances into the family,
with the parents truly the middle generation' caught
between the emerging independence of children and the
aging and death of grandparental generation. The
parents are faced with renegotiation of their marriage
when the last child leaves and they are alone
together. Room must be made for new membersr &s
children choose spouses and grandchildren are born.
Generational- roles continue to shift .... (Kramer,
1985:11).

This quote identifies some of the dramatic changes that

parents face in the adolescent phase of family

development. Functional and dysfunctional responses of

parents to the changes adolescence brings to the farnily

have been referred to earlier in this section. fn summary

form, parents balance theír dual commitment to protecting

their children while at the same time encouraging them

towards independence. In this process parents may respond

rigidly, permissivelyr or democratically to the changing

needs of their adolescents. Normally, within these

parenting levels ambivalence exists and is transferred

throughout the family system. Parents are usually torn

between their urges to hotd onto the child and their urge
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wâyr the adolescent is

the family and urges to

Strauss' 1983).

At the same time as parents are negotiating the complex

adjustments in the family that will allow their adolescents

independence, they are also confronting the complex tasks

of middle age. The first step in resolving the tasks of

this age is to revitalize or renew the marital relationship

(Rhodes, 19771. The couple may have difficultv with this

task and instead of enioying the renewed pleasures of

courtship days may be distracted by continuing parental

responsibilities. Reinvesting in the narital relationship

can offset longing and regrets stimulated by the children's

budding sexuality as well- as fil-l a place vacated by the

children's refuge in the peer group (Rhodes' 1977). Thus,

the parent's ability to effectively meet the needs of their

adolescent and their farnily at this point in time, is

dependent on their reengagement with one another and their

formation of & new l-evel of companionship and romancè in

the marriage.
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From a broader perspective, when the family begins to

deal with adolescence the effects ripple across

generations. As parents and adolescents become engaged in

the tasks of this stager unresolved conflicts between

parents and grandparents may resurface (Preto & Travis,

1985:24) , Unresolved conflicts are quickly triggered

because parents and grandparents will continue to relate in

a similar way as was learned from their families of origin

(Ackerman, 1980). For exampler &n overfunctioning parent

may simply be repeating the experience of growing up with

an underfunctioning parent. The parent may rationalize

this behavior by saying it is part of a deliberate action

not to make the same mistakes as the grandparents, to spare

the third generation the pain of the second, and to prevent

the problems the parent experienced growing up (Carter &

McGoldrick, 1980).

Thus, the period of adolescent development is most

Iikely to test the flexibility of relationships within the

whole fanily organization. Threaded throughout this

discussion ís the notion that what complicates the

resolution of the tasks of adolescence is that it is a time
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of change both for the teenager and their parents.

Consequently, adolescents and their parents during this

period may confront similar concerns both may be

struggling with personal goals and relationships as well as

grappling with issues of autonomy and Índíviduation (Preto

& Travis, 1985i241. Awareness of the parallels in

developmental tasks for parent and children may help them

und.erstand the ways in which they tend to complement each

other causing conflict (Preto & Travis, 1985). On a larger

perspective the identification of similarities and

differences between the biological and extended family

provides further understanding and appreciation for other

members' roles during periods of transition in the

adolescent phase of the life cycle. The shift from

childhood to young adulthood can be seen as a struggle that

engulfs both the nuclear and extended family systems.

Transition From th Bioloqical Familv

An alternative to the couple establishing renewed

companionship may occur when parents begin to realize that

many aspects of their lives have very definite or more

subtle limitations. This causes frustration with the
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prospect that ideals and anbitions may never be realized.

For example, a career orientated parent may become very

disappointed that ambitions for success will not be

fulfil-led in their lifetime. As well, a mother who has

been devoted to maintaining the home by caring for

childrenr måy, in middle age begin to feel her life has

been wasted - Iacking any concrete returns. When one or

both spouses are faced with an accumulation of resentments

the marital relationship becomes strained (HaIey' 1973).

Marital separations and divorces are common during the

middle years where once tolerable situations become

unbearable under the realization that time is limited. In

the marital relationship this escalating IeveI of

dissatisfaction with self and personal lives often creates

a compulsion for change (Preto & Travis, 1985). The

resolution of serious marital problems in the middle years

is difficult because the patterns for problem solving have

become habitual - they are caught in old problem solving

patterns despite increasing distress (Haley 1980). The

couple may then seek another family member such as the

adolescent to stabiLíze the relationship. The young person
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is said to be triangulated to function as a conductor of

parental communication. For exampler ân adolescent may

sacrifice independence and be unable to leave home when

taking a middle position to protect parents from dealing

directly with each other.

Transition to the Separ ted a.nd Di vorced Fami lv

Family transitions through separation' to divorce and

remarriage have also been viewed from a life cycle

perspective (Carter & McGoIdrick, 1980). The transition to

separation, divorce and remarriage coming at this point nay

delay or accelerate the appropriate changes of adol-escence

to a pace that is not healthy for the parent or child

(Keshet & MÍrkin, 1985). The followinE sections wiIl

identify additional developmental issues that impact on the

adolescent and family in these alternate family forms.

When separation occurs the fanily enters a period of

crisis in which the parents are forced to quickly establish

a new balance involving parenting from two households. The

initial separation may leave the adolescent angry and

feeling distant from the non-custodial parent. There may
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be a great deal of resistance to change to an established

schedule of contact with a non-custodial parent. The

adolescent may choose to deal with this situation by

directly verbalizing wishes or by acting out so that the

custodial parent wiII send him to the non-custodial

parent. This behavior can overtly alienate the custodial

parent while also providing a connection between the former

spouses (Keshet & Mirkin, 1985:2761. In this situation the

adolescentts behavior may indicate that the emotional

divorce of the couple has not been completed' and can also

serve as a. safe way to travel between the two parents and

remain differentiated (BeaI' 1980).

Adolescents in separating and divorcing families

experience a telescoping of normal adolescent tasks; for

example, their ability to control sexual development and

identify formation may be Iimited (WalIerstien, 1974).

Only those adolescents who &re differentiated from parental

problems can again begin to master developmental tasks.

The adolescent that I.Ias the focus of parental conflict in

the biologicel- family may find less resistance and drift

across the generation boundary Ín a single parent family.
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The adolescent moves across the generational boundary to

support the parent. Keshet & Mirken (1985) claim that the

adolescent and the caretaking parent may characteristically
join in dealing with pain and grief following divorce. The

intensity of this parent/child relationship can however,

develop to a leveI where generational boundaries are

bl-urred and the adolescent's ability to differentiate from

the parent is blocked (Keshet & Mirkin, 1985).

When generational boundaries have become diffuser the

adolescent may assume an adult role in the household in an

attempt to replace the missing parent. In response to

this, the needy parent may regress emotionally, and

inappropriately lean on the adolescent (Preto & Travis,

1985:31). This pattern can lead to the family becoming

unable to meet further developnental tasks. The intimacy

between parent and child can become problematic with the

adolescent unable to separate and the parent becoming

restricted, and not able to continue with personal goals as

an adult such as future rel-ationships. However, in most

single parent families adolescents do form a closer

relationship with the custodial parent and are.expected to
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assume extra household duties without a dsyfunctional

pattern developing.

Adolescence and The Blended FamiIy

The adolescent's achievement of tasks and growth within

the blended family maybe much more complex than for the

adolescent in the biol-ogical family. Overall, the

adolescent is said to be more likely to recover from the

effects of divorce faster than a latency-age child

(I{allerstein & Kelly, 1980). At the same time, adolescents

are said to have more difficulty than younger chil-dren

adapting to a remarriage involving the union of a new

couple and one or two parental/child subsystems. Kimme1 &

Weiner ( 1985 ) state that an adolescent is more likely to

feel resentful when one or another parent remarrj-es. The

young person resents the loss of an exclusive reÌationship

with their parent and is disappointed that the parent is

not remaining faithful to the original marriage no matter

how disastrously it ended (Kirnmel & Weiner, 1985:263).

The union of a step family may present an adolescent

with uníque difficulties. As opposed to a younger child
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the adolescent has more difficulty joining the

reconstituted family because of stronger loyalties to the

family of origin and to the non-custodial parent. Another

factor that may make family unification difficult with an

adolescent is the contrary developmental tasks involved in

their transition to independence. Therefore it requires

the negotiation of a new position in the blended fanily

contrary to their developmental needs. These two very

contrary needs may Ieave the adolescent distressed seeking

a. resolution.

The blended family with adolescents may have increased

^iff-inr¡'l*r¡ 
ìn rôc^lt¡inc fho fqql¡ nf cêvrrql rlor¡e'lnnmpnfrvu¡ LJ v ¿¡¡è

The blended family may experience increased incestuous

impulses with the adolescent's neI^I found sexuality (Visher

& Visher, 1979; Sager, 1983). This often occurs with

blurred generational boundaries in a step father - daughter

relationship. The Lowered incest taboo can create

increasing levels of discomfort and be expressed in a

conflictual relationship between step father and daughter.

The pseudohostitity serves to protect fanily members from

their sexual impulses (Goldstein' 1984). The clear
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availability

a safe

definition of roles and expectations and the

of adult role models are necessary to provide

environment in which the adolescent can feel

& Travis, 1985:31 ) .

secure (Preto

The blended family may encounter difficul-ties launching

their adolescent children. A mode of separation that has

become characteristic to the blended family is the

extrusion mode of separation. This process begins with

disengagement and may lead to permanent divisions or

banishment from the family (Sager' 1983). In these

fanilies the centrifugal forces impel children to leave

unprepared, knowing they are unwanted or needed by the

farnily (Karpel & Strauss' 1983:68). These adolescents lack

a. "caring", secure home environment and without

intervention are vulnerable to exploitation

underempì-oyment, prostitutionr or involvement with an

abusive partner (Preto & Travis, 1985).

In this situation parents are usually overwhelmed with

child rearing duties of adolescents and abdicate their

parenting role entirely to others. Parents may seek
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residential placements or other outside authorities with a

mandate to take charge probation or law enforcement

agencies. Adolescents and parents using the extrusion mode

of separation will be severely limited in their capacity to

negotiate future transitions along the Iife cycIe.

It is noh' apparent that various family forms have a.

profound effect on an adolescent's developmental

achievements. In addition to the impact of family there

are other variables that originate in the broader

environment. This discussion wiII now address some of

these more universal variables.

Memographic and Environmental Factors Affecting

Adolescence and Family Development

As noted earlier, social work family practitioners

always view family development in context. Building upon

this the theoretical framework then it is important to

consider the variety of ways that adolescence can be

experienced in our society. Some factors which impinge on

family functioning include growing up in a nuclear ager
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socioeconomic levels, ethnicity, and urban/rural

communities. Another important element is the composition

of the fanily, which includes the number of family members

as well as her age and rank in relation to the fanily

system. The adolescent and their family may experience

some or all of the above factors to different degrees,

altering the way in which they react and in turn cope with

the specific tasks of this stage.

Gender Differences

For adoleseents today gender differences can no Ionger

determine the choice of roles or careers. This shift is

reflected in changing patterns of launching adolescents.

Traditionally, families gave males greater encouragement to

pursue further education and occupational advancement as a

means to achieve self sufficieflcyr while females were

primarily launched into adulthood through marriage (Preto &

Travis, 1985 ) . Currently fanilies have had to reexamine

expectations and patterns of launching as adolescent

daughters are demanding equal opportunitíes.

As these changes in values become more pronounced they
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will have a ripple effect influencing gender expectations

in the way families cope with child care and homemaking

responsibilities. These societal changes may Iead to

androgyny - with adolescents incorporating both masculine

and feminine characteristics into their personalities as a

more appropriate sex role ideal for contemporary society

(Kirnmel & Weiner, 1985). The difficulty created by this

kind of identity transition is there will be no prototypes

to provide role models for the adolescent. This may induce

increased conflict and confusion for the adolescent in

identity formation and his additional tasks (Kirnrnel &

Weiner, 1985 ) .

Fami 1y Mernbership

The number of children in a farnily' their ages and rank

are factors that influence the way in which fanilies menaEle

adolescence. In a one child family the lack of

generational conflict involving siblings and parents, as

weII as the lack of experience with competition and sharing

may leave the child less equipped for some adolescent

struggles and. possibty unable to individuate successfutty

(Preto & Travis, 1985).
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Generally, in families with more than one child, if the

fanily experiences t,he adolescence of the first child and

successfully overcomes this stage it will be better

prepared to launch the next child in line. Parents will

have developed new resources with the first child leaving

home that wiII be available in advance for a second child.

Also a second child will have experienced this change in

responsibilities and privil-eges. Making it easier for them

to take on the tasks of adolescence. However, if the first

child has a difficult transition it nay influence the

launching of a younger sibling from the family.

Ethnicity

A family's ethnic origin provides the backbone to

family functioning. Thus, understanding a family's ethnic

and cultural background is critical to revealing the

interplay between the family system and the environment;

leading to a more accurate determination of family

Iimitations, internal capacities and strengths in reaction

to the tasks of the adolescent stage of development.

In general terms the British American families parents

YffiK [,]þåfiWffi R$ïTV ffiF &ffiP-N&T"ffi ffiA [-l ffi R#-{-ffi güffi
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tend to maintain an under-involved status in relation to

their adolescent child. The parents under-involvement may

deprive an adolescent of the guidance and support they

require but also serves to strengthen the teenagerts

ability to differentiate from the fanily (McGiIl & Pearce,

1982 ) . The British American farnily is nornally very

accepting of an adolescent's separation, unlike Italian and

Hispanic families that are characteristically viewed as

struggling to keep adolescents close to home.

Frequently Portuguese famil-ies also promote early

separation from the farnily as did British American

parents. The Portuguese famil-ies often differ in that they

expect ad.olescents to seek emp'l owment. and contribute their'

earnings to the fanily to repay some of the expenses in

their upbringing (Moitoza, 1982). The adolescent is not

only expected to make financial contributions to the home

but also to be ernotionally loyal to the family (McGoldrick,

1982:419). An adolegcentts loyalty requires them to live

at home under their parentst supervision until they marry.

Most members of the Jewish culture have passed down the bar

nitzvah ceremony to mark a rite of passege from childhood
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to adulthood. Converselyr the Puerto Rican fanily often

expects adolescents to adopt new adult responsibilities and

also remain respectful and obedient of their parents

often these mixed behavioral expectations lead to

generational confLicts (Preto & Travis, 1985),

The traditional pattern of native fa¡nily organization

is quíte d.ifferent, with three generations involved. in

multiple parental functions delegated among aunts and

uncles as well- as grandparents. For the native child the

extended family means ties from birth allowing binding to

several parental figures (Attneave, 1984:.721.

Consequently, a rebellious native adolescent may then be

sent to live with an uncle or grandparent who can be more

objective about setting limits. This move also serves to

provide enough emotional distance from each other to regain

control and reestablish a more balanced relationship.

These are some of the characteristic $Iays a select group of

ethnic cultures negotiate the phase of adolescent

development.
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Socioeconomic

The socioeconomic background of a family will also

influence an adolescent's experience in growing up. The

socioeconomic status and educational level of families are

factors that influence the availability of resources and

opportunities for adolescent growth and development. The

nultiproblem poor famiJ-y because of economic conditions is

subject to more abrupt losses of its members that require

quickly shifting roles and responsibilities before members

are developmentally capable (Colon, 1980). Thus' poor

families have a restricted timeframe in which to complete

the developmental tasks of each stage. The shortened

duration of the life cycle means there is often inadequate

tirne to resolve devel opmental tasks which creates l ess

distinct generational boundaries (Aponter 1984). The

blurred generational boundaries may make it difficult for

parents to provide the limits and guidance that can help

adolescents accomplish their developrnental tasks and the

cycle is repeated in the next generation.

Conversely, the middle,/upper

increased the duration of stages

class families have

within their Iife cyc1e.
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with adorescents deciding to pursue further education and

later a professional career they begin the stages of

family life later. Thus, a familyts position in society
will impact the pattern of the life cycle in generations to
follow.

Urban /Rrrral- Communities

Another factor that may affect adolescents and their

transition into adul-thood is whether they reside in an

urban or rural community. The pressures and expectations

are radically different for adolescents living in urban

areas when compared to other counterparts in rural areas.

Adolescents who grow up in urban areas experience a

fast pace modern worl-d. Dreyfus (1976) posits that often

the adorescent experiences little stability in his urban

environment because of continual changes in standards,

residence, school and friends. Dreyfus (197G) views the

problem as being:

By the time a friendship is beginning to take hold, the
friend is moving to another school, neighborhood, city,
stater or even country. The experience of making and
Iosing friends is frustrating and causes a withdrawal
reaction, as wel-l as a feeling of helptessness.
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Feelings of abandonment, loss,
closeness are common among the
(pp.27).

impotence and fear of
adolescent population

The constant movement perpetuated by an urban

environment definitely heightens an adolescent's feelings

of alienation and disrupts the development of ego

identities (Dreyfus, 1976 ) .

Adolescents in rural areas have a different

cxpcricncc. Grorving up in a rural communit¡' may l-ead to a,

greater sense of family cohesion because the isolation

makes the family unit more dependent on one another

(fsharanik, 1983). Howeverr €In adolescent in a rural

community aiso has more obiigations to the famiiy. Often

there are less opportunities for identity expansion in

rural areas. The closed nature of the rural family allows

for more intensive interpersonal socialízation necessary

for adolescents to move to adult status within the

community yet may inhibit the individuation and passage

from the family of origin.

Nuclear Age

The last factor to be discussed affecting adolescence
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by the increased technology in the

the possibility of all out nuclear

concern for modern society.

the stress and uncertainty as our

the brink of nuclear disaster.

The threat of nuclear war has caused adolescents to

express increased cynicism and bitterness that adults were

not protecting them. Concerns have been expressed about

the possibility that:

These young peopÌe are growing up without the ability
to form stable ideals r or the sense of continuity upon
which the development of stable personality structure
and the formation of serviceable ideals depend. We may
find we are raising generations of young people without
a basis for making long-term commitments (Mack,
rvðl:rvr.

Adolescents feel powerless and that there is nothing

they can do to make a difference with government leaders.

The adolescent in this developmental stage should be

developing a sense of identity and a sense of mastery which

is directly contrary to the feelings of powerlessness. In

order to deal with the anxiety of nuclear war young people

can also resort to different forms of accommodation - one
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of them is inmediate gratification without regard for

future implications, accentuating an already common

adol-escent view of the world (Preto & Travis, 1985).

V Conclusion

fn summaryr the theme threaded throughout this chapter

specifically deals with the tasks of adolescence

sexuality, identity formation, and individuation in a

family context. On another level this chapter was

sufficiently broad to encompess developmental issues and

environmental factors that challenge various family forms

at this stage, which then affect the adolescentts task

cornpletion. The review of structural family therapy theory

in the next chapter serves to further reinforce the irnpact

of developmental issues and environmental factors in

working to promote change with troubled adolescents and

their fanilies. This broad perspective assists the social

work practitioner to integrate the problems encountered in

practice at the individual fanily and community level.
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Chapter Two

Understandin The Structural Fanilv Theraov ModeI

I Introduction

In the 1960's, structural fanily therapy emerged as an

influential approach for intervention with troubled

adolescents and their families. This approach rapidly

influenced famiì-y therapists and social work practitioners

because it offered clinicians a new understanding of

families with emphasis on the following principles: 1)

the structural configuration and organization of the family

(i.e. subsystem membership, affiliation and level of

functioning ) ; 2l boundary and boundary maintenance ( i. e.

the development of clear, rigid or diffuse subsystem or

family system boundaries); 3) family's developmental

stage (i.e. family's developmental tasks according to their

position in the Iife cycle and its relationship to the
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onset of presenting problems ) ; and wider social context

are contributing to the problern and what resources in the

wider social context and strengths within the family may

help alleviate the problem (Andreozzi' 1984). These

concepts provided clinicians with clear guidelines for the

diagnosis and treatment of families.

This chapter will expound on the outlined principles

and incorporate case studies as cited in Minuchin (1974)

The presentation wiII hiehtight the integration of

theoretical concepts and practice techniques in working

with adolescents and their families. In addition this

chapter wil-l illustrate the connection between the

developmental. systems and demographic and environmental

material introduced earlier in understanding structural

family therapy.

fI Fundamental Concepts o f the Structural ModeI

There are four constructs that

components of the structural fanily

are considered essential

theory: family
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structure, subsystems, boundaries and adaptation to

stress. These concepts form the theoretical frarnework to

guide the clinician in determination of functional and

dysfunctional elements with the family. Each concept has

an interdependent function with others in the famil-y but

will be presented individually for the reader.

FamiIy Structure

The principle of family structure is a fundamental

concept of the structural model. Minuchin defines family

structure as "an invisible set of functional demands that

organize the l^¡ays in which family members interact"

(1974:51) I{hen family members repeat interactionaL

sequencesr these transactions become established and form

enduring patterns. These repeated transactions "underpin"

the family system by defining patterns of when' how and

with whom to relate. For example, a mother consistantly

has difficulty setting limits with her young son and

requires father to intervene. over time this results in an

interactional pattern. The repetition of this interaction

pattern creates a structure where father is the

d.isciplinarian and mother is less effective. This family is
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Iikely to struggle with their son at adolescence as only

half of the parental subsystem enforces Iirnits. The

adolescent may become unmanageable in this family structure

with a weak executive system in which parents are unable to

direct and control their chitd through appropriate means.

The family structure also involves a set of covert

rules which govern transactions in the farnily (Nichols'

1974: 472), The rules which govern transactions are

regulating codes that maintain family structure in the way

members relate to one another, These codes can be

illustrated in an adolescent dependinÉ on mother to wake

her up in enough time to get ready for school; the

adolescent intervening during parental conflict to diffuse

and stablize the situation; the parents preoccupation with

the adolescent t s problems keeps the couple from negotiating

their relationship. AII these sequences of interactions

are isomorphic as they are structured (Nichols, 1984). Any

shift in these interactions may have impact on the family

structure. Conversely transformation in the family

structure witl shift the way in which farnily members rel"ate

to each other (Minuchin 19741.
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Minuchin defines the shaping of fanily structure

occuring in two ways: 1 ) transactional patterns represent

generic constraints or universal roles; 2 ) transactions

involve idiosyncratic constructs of nutual expectations

among family members. For example, families have a

hierarchy structure with parents and children having

different amounts of power or authority. Family members

also have reciprocal and complementary demands on others

wíthin the family system. If one parent who has been the

disciplinarian backs aÞ¡ay from that role, the other parent

will adjust to compensate. Thus ån alteration in the

family structure has significant impact on changing an

individuals experiences and behavior.

po*" aspects of the family structure depend on the

unique history of the family beginning with the union of

the couple moving through the transitions of the family

Iife cycle (Nichols, 1984). There are expectations

established that will influence future patterns - often the

origin of an ingrained transactional pattern is forgotten,

and they are presumed necessary rather than optional

(Nichots, 1984). For example a single parent overwhelmed
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by their responsibilities, abdicates their parental

position and may then experience their adolescent children

flounderíng. These adolescent children lack the Iimits and

structure they require to continue their development. Even

with parent and adolescent feeling distress this pattern

becomes self perpetuating and very resistant to change.

Although alternatives are available, they may not be

considered by the single parent family until the family is

immobilized by the dysfunction.

An understanding of family structure provides the

clinician with a theoretical tqol to evaluate fam"{Iy

fVgg-!i,"!..--.*-In order to effectively evaluate farnily

structure two conditions are necessary: 1) to view the

family in action; 2l to have a conceptual understanding of

the farnily structure. The following example illustrates

the importance of the presence of both components during an

assessment interview with a 77 year old adolescent:

. . . the spontaneous dialogue between mother and son
reveals an intense involvement between them - an
involvement no less real or intense simply because it
is conflictual. This dyadic sequence does not reveal
the whole family structure, because it does'nt include
father or the other three children. They must be
engaged in interaction to observe their role in the
family structure. If the father sides with his son
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against his wife' a cross generational coalítion is
revealed. If the father sides with his wifer but seems
unconcerned, then it may be that the motherts
preoccupation with her son is related to her husband's
Iack of involvement. Further if the three younger
children tend to agree with their mother and describe
their brother as bad, then it becones clear that aÌI
the chitdren are close to the mother close and
obedient to a point, then close and disobedient
(NichoIs, 1984: 4?3).

This reference reveals the importance of viewing the

family in action and an understanding of the concepts of

family structure to make an accurate assessment of family

dysfunction.

Subsystems

The subsystem is the second concept within structural

theory. Minuchin descríbes the fanily as a system that

because of its complexity, differentiates to carry out its

functions through subsystems. Subsystems are viewed as

divisions, constructed by the family for the division of

labor to promote the systemts effective functioning.

Subsystems can be formed by generation, by sex' by

interest, or by function (Minuchin' I974t52), A subsystem

may consist of one individual in the family or several-

members at any one time. A couple can be viewed as a
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spousal subsystem, as well &s the parental subsystem, which

involve differing functions, skiIls and authority. The

composition of a subsystem may be rigidly defined or

relatively open. For example, the spousal subsystem is not

open to any other members of the system, because of

specific functions only the couple perform. While on the

other hand, the parental subsystem can include immediate

and extended. family because the emphasis is not on

composition but on role assignments and responsibil-ities

that its members accept. The sibling subsystem conversely

requires a protective boundary to provide children the

opportunity to learn cooperation,and competition which are

skills necessary to main relationships with peers.

It is often difficult for parents to develop new

relationships with adolescents as younger adults with their

demands for age appropriate autonomy. The development of a

child to adolescence causes changes in the composition of

the family, related to the chiÌd's participation in a

widening circle, interests and tasks. fn order to cope

with these expanded interlocking systems ¡ rI€FÍ family rules

need to be negotiated with nel^¡ subsystems and lines of
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differentiation. For many parents, there is a resistance

to change in their relationship to their adolescent

children. This may Éleneralize until the whole fanily is

involved in an escalating conflict.

Boundaries

The concept of boundaries is the third major construct

of the structural theory. A boundary is defined as the

rules and regulations that separate the system from its

environment. The characteristics of the boundary determine

how exchanges are carried out (Okun & Rappaport,

1980:1421. The boundaries then define the structure of the

system as follows:

The function is to protect the differentiation of the
system. Every fanily subsystem has specific functions
and makes specific demands on its members, and the
development of interpersonal skills achieved in these
subsystems is predicated on the subsystem's freedom
from interference from other subsystems. (Minuchin'
7974:53).

e boundaries should draw clear lines of

responsibility and authority, yet be flexible

allow input from members in other subsystems.

Qr,
enough to

Minuchin
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states that clarity and nature of boundaries may be more

important than the composition of the subsystem. He

identifies three types of boundaries: r 1))ai="r,gre"¿
\./

boundaries, where relationships are inappropriately rigid

or too distant; Z¡) enmeshed boundaries where relationships

are diffuse and too close; andi 3 ) )ctear boundaries, where

relationships are within the normal range (Okun &

Rappaport, 1980t742). Minuchin describes a continuum with

boundaries ranging from rigid to diffuse.

fn a family with rigid boundaries, communication across

subsystems becomes difficult, establishing dysfunctional

patterns. A rigid triad develops when the boundary between

the parental subs¡'stem and the child triad becomes

inappropriately rigid. In his discussion of chronic

boundary problems Minuchin describes three forms of rigid

triads. fn the first form of dysfunctional systems, each

parent demands the child side with them against the other

parent. Whenever the child sides with one parent, the

other feels attacked and the child becomes paralyzed

(Minuchin, 1974:102). This scene describes a sacrificial

adolescent with the formation of a triangle where each
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opposing partner seeks to join with the same person against

the other (Haley, 1980).

Another form of the rigid triad occurs in detouring

where "negotiation of spousal stresses occurs through the

child and serves to maintain the spouse subsystem in a'n

illusionary harmony" (Minuchin, L974:102). fn this

situation, the parents define the childts sick or

symptomatic behavior being the source of family problems.

The spouses in this instance are active in reinforcing any

deviant behavior in the chil-d. This allows them to detour

or submerge their own spouse subsystem problems in the

problems of parenting (Minuchin, I974:102). Minuchin

related a case where the identified patient was a

fifteen-year-old girl suffering from psychogenic vomiting.

The therapist in this case study, takes on the nedical

responsibility for her symptom. The adolescent is

instructed to discuss the vomiting with the therapist and

not with her parents. The therapist becomes a barrier

between the girl and her parents, in a manoeuvre that

promotes her autonomy and also promotes closeness between

spouses (Minuchin, L97 4: 103 ) .
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The third form of rigid triad may appear as a stable

coalition. In this situation one of the parents ioins with

the chil-d in a rigidly bounded cross-generational coalition

against the other parent. A related case involves anorexia

in a teenage boy, which the family regards as a reaction to

his Father's harsh authoritarianism. The Mother in this

situation has joined with the boy in a tacit coalition

against the Father, who feels excluded and guilty

(Minuchin, 1974:104). The therapist introduced an

adolescent co-therapist whose function was to assist the

identified patient to become more involved with peers. The

adolescent's increased distance from the fanily of origin'

created a shift resulting in the wife moving toward her

Ìrlchqn¿l Er¡iÁonf fnnm fha 
^aaê 

atrrrììos^ f.hp f.hpr.qniqt.tq,

goal in working with rigid triads is to restructure the

subsystem organization. The case studies illustrated only

a few of many possible strategies for subsystem

restructuring.

In direct contrast to the rigid family structurer is

the enmeshed family system with diffuse or blurred

subsystem boundaries. An enmeshed famíIy is characterized
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by overinvolved and overdependent interactions. The

members of the enmeshed families are handicapped in that

the heightened sense of belonging requires a yielding of

autonomy (Minuchin, L974:55). The membership and functions

of the subsystems in an enmeshed family are not defined and

members are not able to distinguish who does what (no lines

of authority or responsibility) r when or how it is to be

accomplished. I{lith the lack of boundaries in an enmeshed

family, any stress in an invidual nember reverberates

strongly across the boundaries and is swiftly echoed in

other subsystems. The parents in an enmeshed fanily may

become extremely concerned over small issues, such as an

adolescent occasionally coming home past curfews. The

therapist in this situation would function as a boundary

maker and clarifier.

Ada tation to Stre

The structural model builds on the foundations of

developmental theory presented in the last chapter with

this final concept. This concept identifies the sources of

stress affecting the family and understanding how families

adapt. The family is subject to stress from both internaL
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sources and external sources. The internal sources of

stress emanate from developmental changes in its own

members and subsystems, while external stressors are

environmental pressures that may be directed at individuals

or affect the total structure as it attempts to cope.

Minuchin (19?4) identifies four types of stress that affect

the famity directly. These stresses include: 1)

stressful contact on one member with extrafamilial forces;

2l stressful contact of the whole fanily with

extrafamilial forces; 3) stress at transitional points in

the farnily; and 4\ stress around idiosyncratic problems.

The first stressors identified, reJ-ate to sources

outside the fanily, while the latter two are internal-

stressors that may affect one individual or the total

family. Minuchin believes that alI fanilies, when

confronted with stress, will attempt to preserve the

integrity of their family structure. Then, it follows the

dysfunctional family has a distorted perspective' as

destructive behaviors are viewed as preserving the farnily

structure. This unhealthy coping developed in families

utilizinl oId and inappropriate nethods of dealing with
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stress that stifles its growth and development (Minuchin'

197 4:64 ) .

Minuchin (L97 4 ) cautions the clinician not to mistake

family growing pains for pathology. AII "normal" families

experience some disruption as its members adapt to the new

demands of the next developmental stage. Many families

seek hetp in the transition to a new stage, as they modify

their structure and accomodate to new circumstances. For

example the transition of an eldest child to adolescence

can create stress within the family. An inappropriate

resolution of stress created at this transition point may

involve a Fatherts denial of his sonts adolescence. The

Father t s attacks on the boy may cause the Mother to become

enmeshed with the son in providing protection. This

dysfunctional pattern initiated with a child's transition

to adolescence has lead to cross-Elenerational conflicts

with the family system. The continuing conflict could lead

to serious dysfunction in thg adolescent or in the family

system as a whole. Conversely, a healthy family uses

stress as a means for growth and development. Thus r a

healthy family tends to modify their structure. to
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accomodate to changed circumstances i and pathological

fanilies tend to increase the rigidity of a structure which

is no Ionger functional (Nichols, 1984:.479l .

III Structural Fanily Therapy chn i oue s

In structural famil-y therapy, techniques

classified into two categories, according to

purpose: 1) those that maintain the family

of themselves and the way they operate; and

challenge them and create change.

can be

their main

menbers t sense

2\ those that

lnr Techni

The therapist's first task in transforming the

dysfunctional family transaction is to join with the

family. Joining is the process of "coupling" that occurs

between the therapist and family, and which leads to the

formation of the therapeutic system (Colapinto, 1982:125).

Much of the therapist's success in ioining relates to the

succesful incorporation of accomodation techniques. There

a,re several accomodation techniques which include: (L)

"Maintenance" which involves the provision of support to
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ôindividual subsystems and alliances;

which the therapist follows the contents

communication and behavior in a way that

continue further; 3) "Mineses" involves

"Tracking" in

of the families

encourages thern to

the therapist

rninicing the familyts styl-e of relating and conforming to

their affective ranÉle. These accomodation techniques

hiehlieht the therapists adjustment of self in order to

achieve joining.

Another intertwined activity of the therapist during

the joining period is assessment of fanily functioning.

Assessment of the family includes evaluation of family

functioning in six major areas; 1 ) the family structure

çrlrình innlrrÁoq'l-nqnqqntinnql nnf.f.prnq: 2.\ t.he swsf,cms

fexibility and potential capacity for restructuring; 3)

the family members degree of sensitivity to one another

which is graduated from the extremes of enmeshment to

disengagementi 4) the family'Iife context which includes

sources of support and stress in the family's ecology; 5)

the famiLyts developmental stage and adjustment to its

demands; 6 ) exploration of the identified patient t s

symptoms and the way in which they maintain the current
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family structure (Okun & Rappaport, 1980r1471. The

examination of each of the six areas leads the therapist of

a working hypothesis of family functioning, the development

of a clear hypothesis of family functioning is mixed with a

therapist's experiences in ioining with a family.

The accomodation techniques required during ioining and

as a part of assessment, functions to place the therapist

in the family; accomodating to their accustomed style

gives the therapist leverage; and restructuring

interventions transform the family structure (Nichols'

1984). However, if the therapist renains an outsider or

uses interventions that are too dystonic, the family wiII

reject her'. Conversel¡r, if the therapist becomes too much

part of the family or uses interventions that are too

syntonic, the family will assimilate the interventions into

previous transactional patterns (NichoIs ' 1984:486 ) . For

example, a trainee can be described as good at ioining, but

not at creating change. In this case, what in fact

happens, is the trainee has not joined well. The trainee

has been accepted by the family but at the expense of
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relinquishing his/her role and being swallowed by the

homestatic rules of the system (Colapinto' 1982:I25). The

well-joined therapist then, is accepted as the therapist

with a quota of leadership within the farnily' allowing for

restructuring to occur. It is essential that the therapist

has established a degree of rapport with each member as

restructuring requires compliance from the family system.

Restructuring Techniquqs

The completion of assessment leads to a contracting to

work with the family on specific areas, This leads to a

second set of manoeuvers called restructuring techniques.

These restructuring techniques are used to confront and

chal lenge the fanily in an attempt to produce change toward

a therapeutic goal. The six required structuring

techniques become evident from a hypothesis developed

during assessment formulation of a therapeutic map also

serves as an ongoing evaluation of the therapeutic process

by unveiling coalitions, alliances or establishing whether

transactional patterns are enmeshed or disengaged

(Minuchin, 1974 i89). The therapeutic map then functions to

guide the incorporation of a variety of restructuring
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technigues. Minuchin lists seven categories of

restructuring operations, namely: 1 ) actual izing fanily

transactional patterns; 2l marking boundaries; 3 )

escalating stress; 4) assigning tasks; 5) utilizing

symptoms; 6) manipulating mood; and 7l supporting

education or guiding.

The actualizing family transactions involves

stimulating interactions between farnily members, which

allows them to experience their own transactj-ons with

heightened awareness. This technique is accomplished by

using tasks such as: 1 ) engaging individuals in

discussion to recreating blocked communication channel-s;

2) having family members chanÉle pl-aces, which manipuf ates

space in the family configuration. The actualizing of

family transactional patterns involves the therapists

active manipulation of communication and behavior. For

example an adolescent saying "Mom doesntt care for rre - its

true she wants to get rid of me! The therapist +-hen

interupts saying "do you think your Mom knows that you

dontt think she loves you". The adolescent replies "I

dontt know". The therap.i-st turns to the Mother saying "Can
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you talk to your daughter and find out why she feels that

you dontt love her". In this situation the therapist is

encouraginB farnily nembers to change oId patterns of

communication and create a new sequence of interactions.

The second technique identified, is marking

boundaries. The boundaries within the fanily between

individuals or subsystems that may be too rigid or too

diffuse. It is common for adolescent family problems to

result from boundary dysfunction, in that the boundaries

are too diffuse or too rigid to accommodate the needs of an

adolescent struggling to separate from the family. These

techniques aim aL changing the delineation of individual

boundaries from a rigid triad b¡r: 1 ) the alterine of

distance between subsystems or changing subsystem

membership, i.e. blocking an adolescent who part of a

conflict avoidance pattern, to promote closeness between

spouses; 2) to alter a stable coalítion between the

adolescent and one parent by. reframing the adolescents weak

behavior as controlling the parents; 3) to block an over

involved parent in a riÊid mood.by giving the authority to

the weaker parent. These techniques are helpfu.I to the
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therapist in developing clear boundaries and assuring

individual autonomy for adolescents necessary in creating

opportunities and experiences for growth.

Families coming for treatment have often developed

inappropriate transactional patterns for handling stress

and are unable to discover new ways of relating. Minuchin

believes that it can be helpful to heighten stress in a

family to loosen rigid patterns by: 1) blocking the

regular transactional patterns i 2l emphasizing

differences the family has been ignoring; 3) ioining in

alliance or coalition for longer periods. These rnethods of

increasing stress can challenge ways of transacting nethods

of negotiating or avoiding confl-icts and persuades the

family to accept restructuring for a healthier resol-ution

to stress.

The technique of assigning tasks can be very beneficial

to the therapeutic process by incorporating them in a

planned way to create a shift in the system towards the

desired structure. Tasks can be used by the therapist in

the session or as homework to create a frameowrk within the
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family members' function (Minuchin, I974). The task is

also a means of testing family flexibility with a new

framework for transactions. A task can offer

experimentation and practice in alternate transactional

patterns by emphasizing a symptom and/or increasing focus

on it.

The technique of utilizing the symptom is viewing the

individual member's symptom as an expression of a

contextual problem. Minuchin (L974) recommends a number of

different and opposing ways that this problem may be

negotiated. The therapist may focus directly on the

symptom and use all family resources to assist an

individual member. Tn other situations the therapist may

de-emphasize the original symptorn by relabelling or moving

on to a new symptom and another member of the family. For

example, a struggle between a single parent Mother and

adolescent daughter is defined by the Mother as her

daughter's "attitude problem". This attitude problem

identified by the Mother accounts for daughter's

belligerent behavior and leads Mother into an escalating

symmetrical struggle with her chiId. The therapist may
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offer an alternative perspective in suggesting that the

daughter's behavior signals Mother that she needs to become

more active as a parent. This reframe changes the

daughter's behavior, placing it in a more productive stance

and also challenges Mother to expand her view of her past

beliefs.

Manipulating mood in a family is a technique used by

the therapist to exaggerate the family style to counter

family relj-ance on that mode or demonstrate more

appropriate effect, such as relaxed and accepting mood.

The family members may model the therapist or changle with

i ^oi al-'l 'i n*n {.ha l.talror¡i nn Tì.ra f hprqni cf mqv n I qn lrqÞ¡¡çn r¡rrr6¡¡

the role of teacher to instruct a famil-y to behave

di fferently .

IV Aoplication of Structural Theorv to Adolescence in the

Family Life CycIe

Although, Minuchin has not solely written on families

with adolescent problems, there are references throughout

his books to case studies which reveal his theory and
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techniques as they apply to families with acting out

adolescents. Minuchin recognizes that a child entering

adolescence creates in the family, devel-opmental demands

for both autonomy and guidance that impact the parental

subsystem and cause changes in the family composition. As

the adolescent increases his participation in the

extra-farnilial world, the relationship with parents is

disturbed. The adolescent optimally should be moved. a

little way from the sibling subsystem and given increased

autonomy and responsiblit,y appropriate to their age. At

this point of transition the family may become "stuck" as

the parental subsystemts transaction with the adol-escent

should move from concerned parents of young children, to

respectful parents of young adolescents (Minuchin, 1974).

In this stage of transition the old patterns that

served the family wel-l when the children were youngl,

interfere in the development of a new family shape. The

children may feel- more comfortable in their development

whereas the parents have not yet involved new alternatives

for their or"rn status in lif e (Minuchin & Fishman,

1981:59). Thus, there may be a tendency to maintain the
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old patterns by paralyzing the adolescent in a

dysfunctional systematic role. In detouring or forming

inappropriate cross-generational coalitions in attempts to

resist change,

IV Conclusion

Throughout this discussion, an integral issue for

adolescents is that of hierarchy. The therapist's ability

to affect changes depends upon careful selection of the

therapist's own position in the hierarchy, with the

objective to help subsystems negotiate with and accommodate

each other. Minuchin states that the therapist should

support the parents to have effective control, rather than

being restrictive and overwhelming the adolescent.

Minuchin also notes that the dilemma created with the

support of the parental subsystem, may conflict wíth a

therapeutic goal of supporting the adolescent's autonomy

Minuchin (1974:58). The therapist working with troubfed

adolescents and other family members must walk a fine line

to maintain an effective balance in therapy.
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This concludes the discussÍon of the conceptual

underpinnings of structural family theory and interventive

techniques. The following chapter demonstrates the

integration of the practice of structural- family therapy

with the theoretical principles previously presented.



An Application of the Structural Family Therapy Approach.
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A visuar representation of chapter two irlustrates the impact of
structural, interventions promoting chaqge in the individual/family
environmental contex t .
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PART TWO

THE APPLTCATION OF THEORY & PRACTICE
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Chapter Three

The Practicum Experience

I Introduction

This chapter integrates the theorectical framework

developed in previous chapters with clinical practice

involving troubled adolescents and their farnilies. To

achieve this objective, the chapter begins with a

description of the practicum setting, the clients and their

problems. This is followed by a segment explaining the

practitioners general use of interventive techniques with

families during the practicum. A subsequent section

discusses the FamiIy Assessment Measure (FAM III) as an

evaluation tool. The aforementioned areas set the stage

for the presentation of six case illustrations which

solidify the linkages between theory and practice with

troubled adolescents and their families.
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II The Practic Descrilct i on

The Setting

The practicum was conducted at the Children's Home of

Winnipeg which is a mul-tifaceted agency offering a contiuum

of services to children and their families. The actual

practJ-cum work was completed within the FamiIy Therapy

department of Children's Home of Winnipeg. The Family

Therapy department assists parents and their children to

resolve problems together as a fanily.

The Family Therapy department was selected as a

practicum site because the structural model I^Ias utilized in

work with families. This practicum site offered the

student an opportunity to develop skills in the application

of structural therapy through the direct observation and

the supervision of senior therapists. Direct supervision

included the discussion of theoretical issues and planning

case directions for each session. This process on occasion

was enhanced with consultation of previously video-taped

materials. The student also had live supervision on cases

with a one-way mirror and an electronic communication
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device known as a "bug-in-the-ear". Agency supervision was

provided by Ellen Gordon, Cam Handford and Vicki Harrison;

external supervision on several cases was provided by Ruth

Rachlis (practicum advisor). Over the duration of the

practicum each supervisor contributed to the enrichment of

the student's learning during the practicum placement.

The Clients

The targeted client population for this practicum was

composed of adolescents who presented behavior problems.

The clients were referred to the setting by social service

agencies, schools, doctors, and other helping

professionals. AII incoming cases were presented and

assigned at weekly intake meetings.

Nine families involving a total of thirty-one people

were seen in this practicum. The níne farnilies represented

various family forms, they included two blended families,

two single parent families and five traditionaJ.Iy intact

families. fn the last group, the parents of one family had

ambivalent feelings about their marital relationship and

were caught in a cycle of separations and reconciliations.
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All fanilies were at least second generation Canadian

and considered themselves Canadian. They represented a

variety of ethnic origins which included Lithuanian'

Scottish, Danish, Anglo-Saxon, frish, German and Canadian

Indian. Al-most aI1 families indicated they belonged to

either a Protestant or a Roman Catholic religious

denomination with only one fanily describing themselves as

having no religious affiliation.

The families seen in treatment were prirnarily the

workinE! and middle classes with general incomes of families

ranging from $15'000 to $50'000. In five of the seven

famil-ies having two spouses, both parents worked either

full-time or part-time. In the single parent families' one

parent worked full-time, while in the other fanily the

single parent was receiving social assistance and limited

child support payments from her former husband. The

parents had a variety of occupations which included:

accountant, civil servant, store manaÉlerr nurser dairy

worker, barmaid., group home worker, ventilation contractor,

courier, sheriff and office manager. Of the fourteen

parents, three had university educations, while the others
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had high schooL education ranging from grade I to grade L2,

and some had additional vocational training. The above

information was obtained from a face sheet that all

families complete when entering therapy.

Of the nine families, seen in treatment, eight involved

the whole family unit whil_e in one traditional fanily unit

only Mother and adolescent daughter attended sessions. AII

families were initially seen together for assessment

purposes. Later sessions varied from those involving the

whole family unit, the marital couple, the siblings or an

individual family member.

At the termination of the practicum three of the

families remained in treatment, three families had been

discharged and three families terminated voluntarily. Of

those families who voluntarily withdrew from treatment two

families were seen for five sessions and one for four

sessions. The nine families involved in the practicum were

seen for a total of 61 sessions. This averaged out to

seven sessions in total for assessment, contracting,

intervention and termination with each family in therapy"
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Families involved in the practicum conpleted the FamiIy

Assessment Measure for evaluation purposes. During the

initial- phases of assessment nine of the families received

a pre-test and at termination eight families completed a

post-test. Further explanation of what occurred in the

evaluation of pre and post testing with families will be

discussed in the case illustrations.

The Presenting Problem

The problem that brought these families to treatment in

each case involved problematic behavior of an adolescent

farnily member. A general concern identif ied in all- of the

families was that there was a great deal of conflict

between the adol-escent and parents. The adolescent t s

behavior was cited as the trigger to conflict which was

causing the fanily distress.

The parents frequently saw the adolescent as having an

"attitude prob1em". The therapist had to be persistent in

her efforts to aid the family in identifying specific

behaviors of concern. The problematic behaviors identified

incl-uded: stealing at home and in the community;
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underachieving and truancy from school; drinking and

suspected involvement with drugs; aggressive behavior

directed toward others in the home; self destructive

behaviors, i. e. , threatening suicide; self mutilation;

prostitution and conflictual relationships with siblings.

The Intervention

The structural approach, being problem-solving and

action oriented was the major interventive model for this

practicum. It emphasizes bringing the problem into the

therapy room to work on because only discussion of a

problen is not likely to cause change. fn addition the

family member's recoflection of a problem is often

distorted. Thus, the structural family therapist directly

observes the family problem as weIl as indirectly applying

interventions that are appropriate to create organizatíonal

changes. To achieve this problem orientation rather than a

method orientation the therapist varies interventions

according to the problem. Utilizing this model means

interventions with families cannot be Iearned simply

through reading but must be learned as well through direct

application of knowled.ge. Because part of the therapist's
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learning c€rn only be achieved by doing r the practicum

setting becomes an environment to develop the skills

required for effective interventions. The setting offered

supervision which guided the learner in the skills required

for effective intervention while working wit,h adolescents

and their families. The case studies taken from the

practicum experience witl illustrate the use of a problem

focus in developing the skiIls of intervention.

The Evaluation

Alt families involved in the practicum were required to

complete the FamiIy Assessment Measure (FAM III). The FAM

(III) was developed by Harvey Skinner, Paul Steinhauer and

Jack Santa-Barbara. at the University of Torontor âs an

assessment measure based on a process model of family

functioning developed from a variety of approaches to

family therapy and research (Skinner, 1983:91). The FAM

(III) r^/as selected as an evaluation method because it

provided a qualitative indicator of the .sjfg"ng,!-h.s.",-e-{t,4,

w-ea!n.9,s.,s-es -il family functioning .

The FAM (III) assesses several areas of basic family
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functioning which includ.e: ft,astr accomplishment, role
(-r

performance, communication, affective expression,

involvement, control, values and norms. Of the seven areas

of family functioning "task accomplishnent" involves the

most basic actívities of any family's development. The

area of Task Accomplishment becomes a primary subscale in a

family's profile because it is through the process of

accomplishing developmental tasks that the family attains,

or fails to achieve their life cycle goals (Skinner,

Steinhauer, Santa-Barbara' 1983). Thus, the remaining six

areas of family functioning interrelate to determine the

level of task accomplishnent. A detailed summary of aII

seven areas which hiChlight family dynamics can be found in

the a-ppendix of this r:eport.

The FAM (III) has three major components which

include: 1 ) a general scale which focuses on the family

as a system; 2') a dyadic relationship scale which examines

relationships between specific pairsi and 3) a

self-rating scale which taps the individual's perception of

his functioning in the family (Skinnerr Steinauer,

Santa-Barbara' 1983). The General Scale was the only scal-e
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adrninistered to families in this practicum. The general

scale similar to the dyadic and self-rating $ras designed

for all members in the family over twelve years old. In

the famil-ies seen during the practicum all farnily members

with the exception of three were over twelve years. For

those cornpleting the questionnaire it required

approximately ten minutes to fully ansr^rer. The results of

the general scale were then graphed to provide a profile.

This profile was a visual illustration of their strengths

and weaknesses. The graph clearly marked strengths as

below forty on the scale, with scores falling between forty

and sixty as an averaEle range and high scores above sixty

as problematic areas.

The use of the general- scale as an evaluation tool

assisted the practitioner to develop insight into the way

family members perceived their functioning together. Thus,

the general scale served as a useful tool during the

assessment and diagnosis phase of treatment. In addition,

the general scale was useful in determining a baseline for

which the course of family therapy was evaluated. The

general scale was chosen to measure family change as it has
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demonstrated both reliability and validity in revealing

differences between problem and nonproblem families

( Skinner, Steinhauer, Santa-Barbara ' 1983 ) .

Earlier sections of this report developed a theoretical

framework for the discussion of case illustrations. The

case studies in the next section will integrate the

theoretical material with practical knowledge. In these

studies, alI names and other identifyinÉ material have been

changed to protect client confidentiality.
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CASE ILLUSTRATIONS

Case Studv No. 1 The Smi th Familv

Tom Snith, age forty-three years, and his wife, Joan,

age thirty-nine years, had been married for seventeen

years. They had both been married once before. Tom has

two children residing in Ontario from the previous

marriage. He has not had contact with these children for

twenty-three years. Joan had four children from her

previous union, Judir a8ê 16, is the last of these children

still residing with the couple. Tom and Joan had one child

shortl-y after their marriage, Shaun, who is now åge 15.

They owned their own home in the core area of Winnipeg.

Tom has been employed as a courier for the past fifteen

years. Joan worked in a Eiovernment office as cferical

staff over the past four years.

Tom glrew up in l{innipeg and is the eldest of thirteen

siblings, Tom's fanily of origin including his stepfather

and sibtings, continue to reside in the l{innipeg area. Tom
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said he prefers to stay a.way from his extended family as

they are "getting into back stabbing". Joan has a brother

and sister in the city. Her parents passed away within

months of each other eight years ago. Joan recalled her

parents remained in an unhappy marriage for the sake of the

children. Joan vividly recalled an unhappy childhood

because of escalating conflict between her parents that

frequently drove her and a sister into the streets. The

two crying young girls were usually taken in by neighbours

until the conflict at home subsided.

Presenting Problem

This farnily has had long standing problems beginning

eight )¡ears ago when Joan's eldest children began to leave

home, In January 1985 the family conflicts became

intolerable as the youngest girl-s now in their adolescence

began to press for their independence by testing what Tom

describes as "basic household ru1es". Tom recited the four

rules of the house as: 1) Judi is to seek employment or

returns to school; 2) Shaun is to attend school

regularly; 3) the girls are not to have boyfriends in the

house without adult supervision; and 4l they are to abide
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by curfews. Tom was very interested in maintaining these

"basic househol-d rules". Tom said, "Ive done my best and

the girls deliberately breaking the rules is like a stab in

the back". Tom felt so personally offended by the girls

breaking the house rules he had lost control and struck

Shaun. Tom reported this incident of violence had brought

them to therapy. He was very remorseful- about the

incident. Joan minimized the violence saying "It wasn't

that bad, it sounds like you left them black and blue".

Joants concerns for the girl-s were less irnmediate and more

future orientated in "neither girl has a purpose in life,

just drifting, from day to day, not doing anything

constructive. They seem to think that we wiII always be

home for them".

Structural Assessment of Family Members in the Household

Key

functional relationship
conflietual overinvolvement
overinvolvement

-lt--

The therapist's structural- assessment showed an
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enmeshed faurily, with blurred generational boundaries

between the parental and sibling subsystems. fn this

family Father was clearly over involved with his

daughters. Tom's relationship with his adolescent

daughters was fused by conflict and frustration in attempts

to maintain household rules. Joan had formed an alliance

with her daughters to protect then from her husband. As a

result, the parental hierarchy was divided and the

effective maintenance of Iimits in the household was

imposs ible .

The basic transactional pattern that has deveJ-oped in

the famity is as follows: the adolescent daughters begin

to rebel against their parentst restrictionsr Father

becomes concerned that the girls are out of control and

takes steps to stop them. While Father confronts the

girIs, Mother becomes increasingly upset and withdraws from

the mounting confLict ( in a similar way to her family of

origin). Tom sees his wife's anxiety as being produced

from the girls rebellion and he begins to feel increasingly

upset. Tom also feels building frustration in trying to

managfe the girls without his wife's support. He makes
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circular pattern continues to spiral until Ton lashes

in violence towards one of the girls. The following

diagram describes this cyclic pattern of escalating

conflict ending in violence.
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The Goals of Therapv

To establish a clear

by the strengthening

woul-d t¡e achieved by

active role in ]imit

husband.
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executive hierarchy in the family

of the parental subsystem. This

supporting Joan taking a more

setting to begin working with her

which would begin

ql'lnr^rincl fhpm tn

renewing intimacy

These sessions

parental and

2 To strengthen the sibling subsystem serving to

unbalance the system and break the family's

enmeshment. This goal would be achieved by having the

girls begin to make decisions for themselves.

3 To strengthen the couple rel-ationship
+^ ¡^^-^--^ +Ì.^ *o-o-fo t nlri lrl fnnrrc!v uççI ç@Þç u¡¡s ¡ vv ss t

continue their developmental tasks of

as a couple.

The Intervention

The family was seen for eight sessions.

involved meetings with the whole family' the

sibling subsystem separately.
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In the first session the therapist took tine to ioin

with family members. Joining with the family began the

establishment of a therapeutic system from which

therapeutic goals and restructuring could be reached. The

first session began the assessment phase which involved the

testing of hypothesis about the rigid family structure.

The first session promoted a broadened exploration of the

symptoms presented by the family. The therapist used the

"tracking technique" to develop a complete understanding of

the symptoms maintainence of family transactional

patterns. The therapist was tracking the symptom by having

famil-y members describe specific details about the sequence

of their experience. However, in this session the

therapist had some diffícu1ty maintaining Er leadership

position resulting in some areas of the problem definition

remaining unclear.

In second session the therapist rejoined with the

family. Throughout the remainder of the session there

continued exploration of several areas that had been

unclear from the previous session. During the session

therapist concentrated on problem definition along with

was

the

the
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problems which would be an indication

and capability to restructure.

In this session Tom revealed that his over-involvement

with his daughters occurred because of a fear he woul-d lose

"his babies" just as in his first marriage, and worry for

the health of his wife as the girls acting out caused her

such disappointment and upset. Joan was also very

overinvolved with the girls by her statement, "it wasntt

that long ago f was in their place". Thus r âny problems

creating stress in the family had a ripple effect

throughout the system because of overinvolvement.

The second interview explored the famify's coping with

the stage of adolescence and its tasks for both the

teenagers and couple. The discussion addressed the parents

ambivalence to have the children move to independence and

the adofescents t fears for themselves and their parents in

anticipation of leaving home. For the couple, their

children leaving home signified a very different marital

relationship. They had never experienced a time without

children. In blended families, this is a characteristic

stressor.
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From the discussion of development issues it became

apparent that intergenerational patterns for launching

children were linked to the present family dysfunction.

The pattern that has been transferred down from the

extended family involves a rigid family structure where

adolescents seeking independence are entrenehed by family

boundarj-es. As the adolescents move toward independence

the family experiences ongoing struggles that only seem to

reach resolution with premature separation. This was

critical information and the beginning of the therapist's

formulation of a "developmental reframe" for the symptom.

fn the session, the parents expressed their concerns

for Shaunts chronic lateness to school. This provided an

opportunity to begin establishing new rul-es and patterns of

interaction. The parents were challenged to find ways to

help their daughter grow up to be more responsible for her

attendance. In the past Shaun had depended on Mother to

give her a wake-up call from. work. After much discussion'

the famity developed a solution which distanced Mother and

made Shaun responsible for her actions r experiencing

consequences for her irresponsibility. This intervention
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began to impact family members overinvolvement with each

other and allowed the parents to work together in setting

Iimits. The intervention also began mobilization of the

school as a supportive system external to the farnily. This

intervention incorporated resources of the individual/

farnily and larger environmental context.

In the third session the therapist rejoined with the

family and discussed the content of previous sessions to

reinforce a shift from a linear view of the problem to one

involving the whole family. The family was $iven the

following messaÉle ín order to reframe their struggles ås a

family developmental probì"em:

Lots of families are Like yours, with adolescents
Ieaving home through a battle. This is especialj-y true
in families like yours - with such caring parents.
Because you care so much for your kids the only way
they can break away is through conflict and battles.
This is the pattern in your family. It has happened
with the older children and now it is happening with
your youngest.

With the reframe the purpose of our future meetings

began changing this family's patterns of launching their

adolescents in allowing all family members to fully

negotiate their developmental tasks. This is a radical
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shift from framing the individual family member.

The fourth session, was with the parents only. The

session began by following up on Shaunts attendance in

school. The parents reported a great improvement. The

therapíst reinforced the difference that parents working as

a team made on setting Iimits. The discussion continued to

other ways the parents could work together more effectively

as a team. Laterr ârr enactment served to hightight the

couples difficulty in resolving issues which in the past

had been detoured by the adolescentts acting out behavior.

The enactment raised the intensity between the couple. The

therapistts role was to support Joan in remaining involved

not to be dissuaded b5' her husbandts dismissive manner or

the increasing intensity of the interaction. Toward the

end of the session the therapist challenged the couple to

identify their next step in their development as a couple.

Tom and Joan both decided the next stop was to enjoy a

Sunday together on the River Rouge away from the kids so

they can tatk. Joan described the process of reioining as

a couple as "getting to know each other aII over again

like a second honeymoon".
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The fifth session involved the whole family and

followed a similar theme to previous sessions. For

example, in this session the girls were having difficulty

deciding which of them woul-d date Shaun's boyfriend (this

d.emonstrates the family's enmeshment). The girls with the

support of the therapist l^lere able to independently resolve

their dilemma without parental interference. The

adolescents acting independently marked the boundary

between the generations. A brief segment of this interview

was used to follow up with the parents separately (again

marking the parental/child subsystem) regarding their

impressions of the last session and what needed to happen

next. The couple reported conpleting the task and having

oh on ìnr¡ohl o t¡oal¡end. T+ wâq ¿rl rt¡¡r t.here hnrl Ìrcen n shì f tv¡¡i¡, v./

to focusing on their couple relationship as they confirmed

the importance of spending time away from the kids. Joan

had also begun to reclaim her authority in the family and

Tom was feeling more supported in dealing with the gir1s.

We agreed to meet in two weeks time to discuss termination

as the couple felt more empowered to cope with family

problems.
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In sessions six and seven we began termination by

reviewing changes since we had first met. Tom felt more

supported in his ro.Ie as a parent with Joan taking a more

active Ieadership position. In this process the couple

reported coming cl-oser together and beginning to know each

other again which was evident in the quality and quantity

of time spent together. The adolescents reported feel-ing

more abl-e to tackle issues independently of their parents.

AII fanily members agreed that some issues still remained,

but on the other hand they were confident with their

progress and their new skills. The parents felt

comfortable contacting the aelency if they should need

something in the future.

The therapist terminated with the family confirming

their improvement in specific areas of famiLy functioning.

These improvements include strengthening of both the parent

and sibl-ing subsystems. This resul-ted in a further shift

in family structure involving a decrease in Father's

over-involvement with the children and decrease in

alliances between Mother and daughter. These changes have

facititated a clear marking of generational- boundaries
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decreasinE enmeshment which has freed-up farnily members to

continue with the development life cycle. This case

clearly revealed how life cycle theories provide a

framework for interventions with families. The unresolved

developmental issues in this case I^7ere interconnected in

the farnily and eventually became so dysfunctional that any

further development was hindered. This case also

il-lustrated the powerful nature of intergenerational

patterns..

The Evaluation

The Smith family were

Scale prior to the initial

afte¡- ther.Apy completecl it

following observations are

pre/post measures.

FAM (III)' General

a premeasure and

measure. The

given the

sess ion AS

a.s a' oost

the resulting scores from the

The pre scores for the Srnith family indicated the

parents shared concerns in the areas of Communicationt

Affective Expression, Involvement and Control. These

scores illuminated general areas of disturbance experienced

with the mounting conflict in the family. The therapist
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was also alerted to Judi t s elevated score on Affective

Expression attributed to escalating conflict with Father.

The completed profile was given to the family during the

assessment phase of treatment. FamiIy members confirmed

that the profile was consistent with the issues and

concerns that had been identified. The profile assisted as

an ínterventive technique to extend discussions and to move

the perception of the probJ-em to a broad.er family

perspective.

The final profile for evaluation purposes was

administered three months after the f irst prof ile r^ras

completed. This post profile revealed movement of

^-^1^]amâ+i^ c i^ fl'a ânôo- ^f ñnmmr'-i^-+i^h
lJr vvruru@u¿v v4uf v¡¡,

Affective Expression, Involvement and ControL into a normal

range. These scores indicated there hd been significant

changes in the family rnembers' perception of what had been

problematic areas. The changed scores now clustered in the

normal area may reJ-ate to thç new perspective of family

problems, shifting to a more normal"ized developrnental

perspective. fn addition, a movement to loosening rigid

boundaries in the structural balance of the system allowed.
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family members to continue their development unrestricted'

The Father's Involvement scores moved thirty points to

become a strength. This may indicate he is strivíng to

find a balanced relationship with his adolescent daughters

- no longer referred to as "his babies". The FAM ( III )

General form was helpful in relating each family member's

perceptions in areas that fit with the structural model and

its interventions.

An Addendum

Twoweeksaftercompletingtheprocessoftermination

with the Srnith family, they recontacted the agency to

presentanewproblem.Judicalledtoadvisethatshewas

fourmonthspregnantandrequestedameetingtodiScuss

appropriateresources.Ameetingwasscheduledforthe

whole family the following week. The author decided to

briefly outline this experience as it broadened the

transactional patterns id.entified during therapy to an

intergenerational PersPective'

Duringthemeeting,thetherapistdiscussedresources
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available for Judi. Both parents clearly emphasized the

importance of Judi taking responsibility for herself

which would begin with her making contact with the

necessary services for financial needs and health care.

They supported Judi while at the same time carefuJ-Iy

monitored their distance to aIIow her room to continue

growth toward managing adult responsibil"ities. Joan found

it particularly difficult to maintain this balance and not

become overly involved with Judi sÍnce she also had become

pregnant when she lvas a teenager. Joan described her

strong identification with Judi as being, "Iike relivinE!

her own struggles as a teenage Mother". Tom was aware of

his wif e's dilemma and reported being abl-e to assist her i::,

*^.i^+^-i-i-d f.^- .ìiÒ+ Tlro{-lra¡qnicf nnn*inrrinc ihic
lll@I¡¡u4¿¡l1l¡é ¡¡ç! urÐuø¡¡ve v¡¡v¡uy¿vv, vv!vf¡¡s¿¡^è

theme, promoted discussion emphasizing the rol-e of

grandparents in not deserting their daughter' but

reinforcing her transition to adul-t status. GeneraIIy' the

fanily seemed to tre adequately coping with the situation

which had the potential to recreate the dysfunctional

enmeshment.

It was evident the family had made great strides in
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dealing with their past díscomfort which has risen from

symptoms of developmental (horizontal stressors) and

related structural problems. The family had Ieft therapy

with nerir resources to deal with horizonLal- stressors that

has promoted their continued growth and development towards

launching children and renewing a sense of intimacy as a

couple despite the increased vertical stressors (with Judi

repeating the pattern of teenage pregnancy). By addressing

the horizontal stressors in therapy the family was able to

redirect their energy to effectively cope with the verticaf

stressors (intergenerational patterns). Through this

example, the therapist further recognized the entrenching

nature of intergenerational patterns.
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Case Studv No. 2 The Jones Familv

The Jones family consisted of

30, and their two children Nancy,
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BiIIr âÉe 30, Janetr â€e

13, end Brad age 2.

The Presenting Problem

The family sought therapy because of concerns for their

adolescent daughter. Nancy, described as having poor

grades and was frequently absent from school r arglumentative

and non-compliant at home. The family's description of the

symptoms revealed they had developed an internal definition

of the problem describing Nancy as bad. This definition of

the problem was reconfirmed by the schoof placing Nancy in

a separate class away from other children. The therapist

accepted the family's linear view that the problem was in

one farnily member and then worked to shift this established

definition of the problem to a systemic perspective.

A systemic view of family problems involved identifying

a series of related interactions that form a cyclic pattern

maintaining the symptorn. The following sequence of

interactions describes the difficul-ties the Jones family

has experiencing from a systemic perspective.
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BiII is the "breadwinner" for the family and takes

responsibility for managing the famil"y budget' since Janet

quit her job after Brad was born. With one income BiII has

had a more challenging job balancing the family budget.

period.ically, he became tired of trying to stretch the

family finances and made an arbitrary decision to cut out

the extra spending. Bill said "f get worried about

finances untiÌ finally instead of scraping up money to go

out, I just say the heck with it and we stay home"' with

BiIl's d.ecision, Janet began to feel overwhefmed caring for

the children without relief and not having her husband

available to her. She views her husband as working full

time and being active in sports outside the home and this

'i ncreases her anger and resentment. Over time this

frustration buiIt. CovertIy, she expressed her anger

toward BiIl- by keeping secrets about Nancy's misbehavior,

thus forrning a. collusion with her daughter. Frequently

Janet reaches her timit and decides ' without any

forewarning to leave the fanily for a few days to a week.

This happens about four times a year. Janet usually spends

this time with her sister. In her words, she and her

sister "party", meaning that they bar-hop and socialize
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with the people met on these outings. BilI comes home from

work after Janet has left and ends up "bJ-owing his top",

Iashing his anger toward Nancy in Janet's absence. Nancy

senses her Father t s concern and upset which heightens with

her or^In feelings of missing her Mother. Nancy expresses

her feelings by acting out behaviors which seemed quite

normal for an adolescent. After a time, Janet runs out of

money, returns home very guilty and apologetic toward her

husband. Nancy's acting out behaviors serve to immediately

draw Janet into the system dealing with misbehavior both in

the home and at school. The parent's child focus detours

their attention from resolving their differences as a

couple. Bitl remains angry at Janet for leaving the

fomì I r¡ Ili 1l fnnmq qn q'l l-i qnne wi t.h Nennw n'l I nwi nø hcr" t.n¡ u¡¡¡¿ rJ .

be disrespectful toward her Mother. This is his way of

geting back at Janet for leaving home. Nancy's behavior

continues to escalate until BiIl and Janet decide together

to take control and the house returns to a calmed state for

a time until the cycle begins again.

Developing the family perspective of the problem was

critical in the completion of an accurate structural
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assessment which is presented in the following section.

The structural techniques used to develop a systemic

perspective of a linear presenting problem will be

described in the intervention section to fo11ow.

The Structural Assessment

Key

functional relationship
overinvolved
conflictual relationship

The therapistts structural assessment involves à rigid

family system with the adolescent's acting out behavior

serving two functions in the famil¡': 1) there is a

triangulation pattern formed with the escalating acting out

behaviors detouring parents and leaving their marital-

conflicts unresolved; 2l there is a shifting alliance with

each parent at different times aligning with the adoLescent

to use the acting out as a way to get back at their

spouse. Thus, Nancyts misbehavior within the home and

school has several functions in maintaining this

dysfunctional pattern within the faníly.

:
+



The Goals of The44py

The metaphor for this farnily is one

war. The goals of therapy reflect this

to begin to mend family relationships.

list of the goals:
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of ongoing civil

metaphor in a need

The following are a

so that couple

goal would

triangul-ated.

1 ) to strengthen the marital boundaries

issues are d.ealt with d.irectly. This

result in adolescent no longer being

2) to encouraEle the family to engage in activities as

a family, which would alter the present

disengagement in the family structure.

3) to strengthen the parental subsystem and promote

team work in setting Iimits for their adolescent.

Interventi ons

During the first session the therapist joined with each

family nember to establish & therapeutic system. The

joining with this family was a longer process because the

therapist sensed the family's discomfort. In ioining
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famíIy members were asked about their jobs and interests

with recognition given for their achievements. During this

interview family members were each asked what they thought

were areas of difficulty in the family. The therapist used

tracking techniques to begin to clarify the function of the

symptoms (families perception of the problem) in

maintaining the family dysfunction. Throughout the

session, the therapist gently challenged the family to

begin broadening their definition of the problem to a

family perspective. In this process the therapist began to

"punctuate" how each fanily member was involved and

affected by the problem as a technique to move from a

linear definition. The "punctuation" also assisted in

unbalancing the system with the therapist agreeing or

disagreeing with family members, inducing a distorted

real-ity. This distorted reality was another step toward

creating enough intensity for expansion toward a systemic

definition of the "problem".

In the second interview the family reviewed their

pre-test scores on the FAM (III) profile. This exercise

confirmed that each family member perceived difficulties
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making this a farnily problem that would require each

member's contribution for a solution. fn additionr the

family was provided an opportunity to normaJ-ize their

difficulties as the therapist discussed how many families

have similar problems ås their children grow into

adolescence. The therapist then directed the coupJ-e to

select the issue that they both fel-t most needed to be

resolved as the focus for the remainder of the session.

They discussed several issues and finalÌy agreed that Nancy

not attending school was their primary concern. By the end

of the session the parents had formulated a pJ-an to deal

with Nancy's absence from school. This intervention had

encouraged the couple to come together as a team defining

the issue in determining e. plan to resolve the problem.

During this process Nancy became terribly angry and anxious

as she no longer had control of her parents as they began

to work together. At one point in the meeting Nancy

stormed out of the interview room. The therapist took this

opportunity to make the parents aware that as they began to

come together as a team in their parenting role that Nancy

would try to get them off track.. Nancy's leaving the room

served as an example of an attempt to distract. the parents
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from their duties. At the end of the session the therapist

assigned the family the task of €oing out together and

having a fun time. The purpose of the assigned test was to

begin the process of mending the parent,/chil-d

relationships. The assignment of this task whether the

family complete it or not is important as it wil-l give

clues to the family's flexibility and how it may respond to

future interventions.

The therapist called the fanj-ly later that day to hrarn

the parents that Nancy may try to dissuade them from

attending the next session. BiIt had already anticipated

that Nancy woul-d feel the sessions were not helpful and was

prepared.

fn the third session the therapist rejoined with each

family member and received an update of happenings in the

fanily during the past week. The parents reported that

Nancy's attendance at school had improved. The therapist

tied the parentts report of Nancyts improved attendance as

a consequence of their beginning to work together as a

team. The discussion moved to what happens when they do
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not work as a team. For example, when BilI and Janet are

having a disagreement the following occurs: 1) when Bill

is angry with his wife he allows Nancy to be disrespectful

to her; 2) when Janet is angry with Bill she keeps secrets

about Nancyts misbehavior. The therapist punctuated these

interactions as occurring when they are not working as a

team. This means that when the parents do not wnrk as a

team Nancy does not get a clear message that they want her

to behave. She is able to play parents off against each

other and has no expectations of her own behavior. Janet

then made the observation, "if we dontt agree then how can

Nancy agree with the different messages".

The remainder of the session was spent having Nancy

discuss the worries she has for her parents. Nancy was

concerned about her parents fighting which may l-ead them to

separate. She also said "if my parents don't have any

money then they start to fight". Nancy described that

sometimes she feels she must take one parentts sider or she

is stuck in the middle or she just disagrees with both

parents. Nancy very accurately described the ways in which

she was triangulated in her parent's marital conflicts.
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The way Nancy has learned to cope with the triangulations

is to disagree with both parents in a generalized

rebellion. This segment of the session reinforced the

impact of unresolved narital conflicts in connection with

their daughter's acting out behavior. When conflict starts

between the couple it quickly incorporates Nancy and

becomes a family war. The interview ended by contracting

with the family to end the family wars and begin to mend

relationships.

The fourth session began with rejoining and updating of

the past week. Bill said "someone had disappeared but this

time they had handled it differently". Bill said they were

able to tal-k abor-rt the reasons for Janet leaving without

involving Nancy.

The family reported being unable to complete the

assigned task of family activity. The therapist reviewed

what was getting in their way¡ the kinds of activities they

enjoyed. together in the past and what kinds of things they

might enjoy d6ing now. After a lengthy discussion of the

above areas the famíIy agreed that they would aII enioy
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going to a drive-in move. The

it was in their budget and Brad

novie seemed a good idea as

would be able to come.

The latter part of the session was spent exploring

involvements with extended family and its impact on the

dysfunctional family patterns. It became apparent to the

therapist that developmentally Bill and Janet had not

differentiated from their own families of origin. Although

this fani]-y was embarking on the life stage of Adolescence'

they as individuals had been married too soon and had not

established a sense of self and independence from the

farnily of origin. Thus, both parents had brought to their

marriage the unresolved developmentaÌ tasks of

adol-escence. As Nancy entered her adolescence in the

famity these developmental issues resurfaced. The parents

were then pressured to deal with their own developmental

issues as well as cope with the new demands Nancy was

placing on the family. This discussion with the family

hiehlighted their difficulties from a developmental

perspective. The meeting ended with the family planning to

go to the drive-in movie. The next session was scheduled

with B1II and Janet onJ-y to discuss the history of
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relationship as a couple to further identify cross-

generational patterns from their parents and the Frays this

has impacted on their family unit.

The next meeting never materialized, however, the

therapist remained in contact with the family for a six

week period. During this time, Janet had left the fanily

for an extended. period of time and had taken up residence

in a room and board situation. This was different than her

usual pattern and at the time, the separation seemed

permanent. The therapist planned to meet with BilI to

discuss the next steps for him in dealing with the

separation. The day of the meeting Janet called back to

cancel this appointment and to reschedul-e for a couple

meeting. She advised that "they had gotten back

together". The coupÌe did not arrive for the meeting or

several- others that were scheduled afterward. The

therapist's initial hypothesis for cancellation of further

meetings with the family was attributed to a movement into

the couple issues too quickly. The marital issues should

have been focused on after Nancy's problems had been

remedied. This indirect work with the couple around
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parenting issues would have al-lowed the time necessary to

develop credibility with the couple. It would naturally

follow that if progress can be achieved with this first

child focused stage of therapy. It is likely the parents

will commit themselves to dealing with marital issues

(Heard, 1978 ) .

fn hindsight a viable second hypothesis for the family

not returning to therapy again relates to the therapist's

interventions. The therapist gently challenging Bilt and

Janet by highlighting their dysfunctiona] relationship

patterns had terrific impact. This intervention pushed the

couple to begin dealing wíth that anger directly and not

involving Nancy. As B1II and Janet began to work on issues

as a couple Janet became frustrated and left the farnily

feeling free to make this separation more permanent. The

couple became scared with the separation that no longer

seemed temporary. They "recoiled" and came together again

at a new level of homostatus. The farnily is functioning at

this new level of equilibrium reporting that "things are

fine". It may be when Nancy returns to school in the fall,

there will be more pressure and more dif f icult.ies within

the family.
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The termination with this family was in the form of a

l-etter (see appendix). This letter was given to the family

for the purpose of clarifying issues that the therapist

woufd have discussed had she met with the family. The

letter included the following: 1) how the symptom

functioned to maintain interactional patterns within the

family; 2) a notification of the student's leaving the

agency and availability of her supervisor should they again

decide to have assistance in beginning to sort out farnily

issues; and 3 ) a request to complete post treatment

evaluation forms.

The Evaluation

The evaluation forms conpleted in the pre treatment

stage of therapy revealed alI family members' perceptions

of problem areas. From the profile each family member

views Task Accomplishment as a problem area. These scores

verified the fanily's inability to respond appropriately to

the changes required as they moved into a new life cycle

stage. Other areas identified by two or more family

members as problematic were Communication, Affective

Expression, Involvement and ControI. The FAM (III) profile
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also identified a twenty point spread between the coupJ-es t

scores on Involvement. This would alert the therapist to

potential conflict in this area. Overal-1, the FAM (III)

provided an accurate profile of a "family at war" which was

utilízed during assessment and diagnosis phases of

treatment.

The post test scores revealed the following: Bill-

perceived family difficulties only in the areas of Task

Accomplishments; Janet reported problems with Control,

fnvolvement, Affective Expression and Communication; Nancy

saw problems in all areas with the exception of Affective

Expression which was on the outer limits of the averagle

rangle. The dispersion of scores from the pre to the post

test indicates a lowering of scores toward the average

range. This shift may rel-ate to the family's inproved

ability to cope with less pressure from the school

regarding Nancy's behavior. The distance between BiII and

Janet's seores may indicate conflict in the couple

subsystem. fn Eeneral the post treatment profile scores

confirm the therapist's hypothesis of a lowered urgency to

resolve family problems as Nancyts difficulties in school
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( external stressor ) are not apparent in the summer months.

Thus the FAM ( IIT ) appears to have accurately illustrated

in the pre and post profiles the family dynamics observed

by the therapist.

Di scuss i on

This case followed basic structural therapy techniques

in establishing the marital relationship the primary

coalition in the farnily. It was critical that the couple

begin to work as a team in parenting their adolescent. The

next step in the process of therapy with this family would

have been to establish appropriate boundaries between the

marital pair, their children, their ol"rn parents ' family of

origi-n and extra-familiar others (Teyber, 1983). I{hen the

family terminated from therapy the therapist was beginning

to identify cross-gienerational alliances. ft is the

therapist's hypothesis that cross generational alliances

r^rere interfering in the marital relationship and refl-ected

a failure in the couple to negotiate their developmental

tasks in the family life cycle. These intergenerational

patterns involved forming a primary alliance with the

offspring rather than with the spouse is a repetitive

pattern that would have been identified in a history of the

couple's relationship.
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A brief review of four case studies wiII provide a

selection of specific issues and interventions used in

solving family problems. The FAM (III) will evaluate if

changes occurred in family functioning during the therapy.

As in the previous section the presentation of clinical

practice with families will be supported by theoretical

knowledge.

Case Studv No. 3 The NeLs on Familv

This fanil¡' was a single parent fanily which consisted

of Pat, age 37, and her daughter, Heather, age 16' Pat

separated. from her husband, Ron seven years ago. Ron moved

to Toronto after the separation resulting in very l-ittle

contact with Heather over the years.

Presenting Problems

A series of increasing

daughter to theraPY. TheY

confÌicts brought l'lother and

described. uncompleted housework
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as a contentious issue in the home and a symptom of their

conflictual relationship.

Structural- Assessment

Key

overinvolvement
conflictual relationship

This one parent, fami.l y l¡as structurally assessed as

using conflict as a catalyst to travel between two extremes

in the fanily structures. The pattern appeared to be

either enmeshment (the parent and child were totally
¡ ,- -l- -al---^\ ^- ^^-,-^--^'l-- l¡-^*n^d^ñ^h+

oepenclgnt ort g¿i(jl¡ ()LIteI'I lJL- u(JIlvcl'ÈjËIJ, uIÐErrÉ@Ërç¡[E¡¡v

(parent and child entirely independent of one another).

The confl-ict in this family served to continually move

Mother and daughter in a cyclic pattern between the two

extremes in farnily structure. This repetitive pattern is

most effectively demonstrated in the diagram below.

¿
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This pattern of constant conflict embedded in dependent and independent
cycleã was a symptom of a developmental- im¡nsse. In this famity thê
adolescent shows an urge to girow up and to remain active both f<¡r her own

neds and for her Motherts needs.

INTERPENDENCE
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The diagram of the dysfunctional fanily system reveals

that the conflict is a symptom within a larger sequence of

interactions. The function of the symptom within the

system serves to baJ-ance the distance in the relationship

(Mother and daughter do not get too far apart nor too

close ) . In the independent cycle the adolescent tries to

keep Mother more involved and less depressed by acting out

behaviorally as a way to detour her Mother's attention. In

the dependent cyclc the Mother is unable to set linits for

her adolescent, becomes overwhelmed and provokes conflict

to gain some distance from her daughter. The diagram also

reveals the lack of clear boundaries between the single

parent subsystem anci the sibiing subsyst,em. The biurring

of generational boundaries has led to the Mother

over-burdening her adolescent with adult responsibilities.

Goals of Theranv

1 ) To empower the Mother to set and enforce Iimits and

enforce Iirnits for her adolescent daughter. This

wiIl help to establish a generetional boundary

between Mother and daughter.
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2) To have Mother and daughter develop ways by which

they can be more "interdependent" in their everyday

Iife rather than becoming totally dependent or

independent.

The Resul ts

The therapist's goal in the initial sessions with the

Nelson fanily was a process of ioining which would lead to

defining a therapeutic real-ity. This process began with a

clash of two framings of reality. In systems theory' the

family's framing of the problem was relevant for the

continuity and maintenance of the system more or less as it

is; the therapeutic franing was related to the goal of

moving the farnily toward a differientiated reality. Thus'

the therapist strived to define the pattern through which

each person reinforces the behavior of the other (note

diagram of the "Ne}son Cycle" ) . This understanding of the

famify's difficutties placed the therapist in a position to

redefine or reinterpret the meaning of the behavior by

reframing it in another constructive category (Shernan &

Freeman, 1986). The following briefly outlines the process

of reframing experienced with the Nelson family.
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During therapy Pat identified herself as taking the

opposite parenting position to her Mother, who was over

control-}ing. As a" result, Pat was unable to provide her

adolescent daughter with structure and Iirnits for fear of

repeating the pattern she found so aversive with her ol^ln

Mother. In struggling with this dilemma, Pat realized that

the Iimits her Mother had enforced had some positive

influences on her own development as a child. Pat then saw

that Heather could also usc limite and structure to provide

her with a sense of security to go forward to tackle her

developmental tasks. At this point, Pat began to see

Heather as a "floundering" child much younger than her

chronological age. This "cleveJ-opmental reframe" assist.ecÌ

Pat to view her daughter as struggling to grow up rather

than being able to cope with adult expectations. This

illustrates the use of reframing techniques used to change

the meaning of what is going on without changing the

facts. Through reframing there was a redirection of

attention from the negative to the underlying positive

el-ements in the Mother/daughter relationship. This

intervention assisted the fanily to escape its downward

spiral within a negative frame of meaning that perpetuates
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the problern (Sherman & Freeman, 1986). Pat now sees that

her duty from a parental perspective is to be more involved

in ensuring Heather gets the job done. To successfully

take on this parental role, Pat had to evaluate what in the

past had gotten in the way of her being an effective

parent, i. e. , job obligations, Heathert s illness, past

beliefs, from her family of origin.

The establishment of generational boundaries enabled

Pat to begin moving ahead in her development dealing with

middle age which has invol-ved setting new goals for herself

personally and professionally. Heather also began to move

ahead in deal-ing with the devel-opment,al tasks of

adolescence. This is evident in Heather making plans to

enter a vocational program in the fal1 by workinÉ a full

time job throughout the summer.

The Evaluation

The FAM ( III ) pre and post Task Accomplishment scores

demonstrate that both Mother and daughter are no longer

"stuck" developmentally. The evaluation scores also

indicate other improved areas which include Communication
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Affective Expression and Involvement scores. These

improved scores would indicate family members perceive Iess

conflict and greater ability to negotiate the resolution of

issues in the home. The Mother's Involvement Score still

remains above the average range, demonstrating that she

would like to continue working toward being even closer to

her daughter. The FAM (III) scores complement the family

members distress on enterinÉ therapy and improved

functioning aL termination still wantinÉf us to work toward

being even closer to her daughter. The FAM (III) scores

complement the family member's distress on entering therapy

and improved functioning at termination.

The Discussion

This case study illustrates the different power

structure of the single parent family from that of a

traditional family unit. In the single parent family the

adolescent gained power relative to the parent by

participating in household duties, providing support and

feedback to the parent and becoming a companion. The

parent who al-l-ows the adolescent to have equal. polrer in

their relationship is abdicating their parental role of
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and enforcing limits (Keshet & Mirkin' 1985). In

parent families, parents often have to develop a

so that while depending on the adolescent they also

to enforce timits and establish non negotiable

standards.
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Case Studv No. 4 The Lo Fami Iv

The Long farnily is a two parent family composed of

George age 43, Barbara age 43, Colleen age 17 and an

adopted son John 15 years. George and Barbara adopted

their native son' John as a babY.

The Presenting Probl-em

This family came to therapy with both parents

expressing frustration in trying to deal with their acting

out adolescent. George and Barbara reported that problems

with John began about two years ago. Since that time John

has run away from home twice' w&s continually late for

---*r^--^ L^- +^t-^- ^-l l-i ^"^- €-^h +ha lrnma -TnhnLI[.lI'I EW!i ¡ l¡ë1Èi tr¿LfLCl¡ ¡lrulrEJ @¡¡u IIYuvr r ¡ v¡¡¡

has also had difficulty in the private school he attends

because of what his parents describe as defiance against

the schr:ol t s code of conduct.

Structural Ass es sment
Key

__ 
___ // functional relationship

conflictual relationship
distant relationship
di s tant/conf l- ictual

coal i ti on
aI I i ance

+
-H-

{.
(
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The presenting problem described as conflict between

the parents and their adolescent son was a metaphor for the

couple's conflict, a hidden issue. It appeared that the

couple's unresolved conf lict I^Ias hidden in their detouring

through the children. This occurred in the following

erays: 1) Johnts misbehavior provided a focus for the

marital- pair away from their conflicts; and 2) Colleen

would referree the marital conflicts to force the dispute

t,o end, prot,er-':t,'i ng her Mother from Father's anger.

The structural assessment suggested the couple

subsystem was disengaged in relation to the coalition
r- r------ t¡-!¡---- --^J l^--,L!^- ^-J ^1'l:^-^^ L^+"^^* tr-+l^^- --^oe Lwggll I'lo LIIeI' aallLl t¡èLuË,Il LcI öllu ¿rararluE uE uwEç¡¡ r'o u¡¡sr @¡¡u

son. This r{as most apparent during marital conflicts. The

above structural polarities define what George described as

"major divisions in the family".

The Goals of

1 ) To strengthen the marital relationship and parental

boundaries. These structural changes would result

in the couple resolving their problems without

involving the children and also enable the parents
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to work together as a team in meeting their

adolescents t needs.

2) To strengthen the sibling subsystem and create

distance between the generational boundaries in the

fami ly.

The Results

After an assessment periodr the

began to problen from an individual

systemic view involving alI family members. The family

began to view the problems as normal developmental issues

which removes the blame from individual family members.

The developmental reframe provided the family with a new

explanation for major divisions in the family which they

had attributed to their sonts adoption and integration into

the family. The problem was reframed as follows:

Each of you are goin€ through a difficult time in the
family. These difficulties are related to the
adolescent phase of family life which involves the
teenager t s learning to become independent of the
family. The adolescents in this family, are learning
to be independent but in the process, have' become too
distant from the family. There has also been
distancing from the family with you as parents, due to
the growing independence of your children. 'George uses
his work &s an outlet but has not facilitated Barbara's

completing

reframe the

therapi s t

toa
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branching out. Barbara, affected by George's absence,
is becoming upset and developmentally "stuck" in trying
to deal with two adolescents. Barbara turned to
reliBj-on as an outl-et. Her new religious knowl-edge
creates communication difficulties in talking to GeorÉe
and the kids.

To resol-ve the distance problem, family members need to
learn to talk with each other: parents need to
und.erstand the kid's language; and kids need to
understand the parent's language. For each family
member this means:

George you wiII teach your children the language of
responsibility and consciousness; Barbarar You wiII
teach your family the value of spiritual-ity and inner
strength. Both Colleen and John will teach their
parents the language of adolescence.

Each family member taking time to learn the l-anguage of
the other will result in a reduced sense of "division"
in the household. A new balance will have been
established that offers the adolescents opportunities
fn-indpncn¡]ênce âsi welI Aq c]-oseness as part of theM ¿¡¡uvl/v¡¡u

fami ly .

The therapist developed this reframe of the family

problems using the information the fanily had provided.

The reframe instead of identifying one family nember as the

problem incorporated the whole family system as part of the

solution. The difficulty the farnily was experiencing was

explained as a transition in a devel-opmental context. The

f arniJ-y accepted this new explanation of their di f f iculties

with great relief. The parents had always secretly worried
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that they would lose their son through an adoption

breakdown. The broader definition of the problem enabled

the therapist to begin addressing the aforementioned

therapeutic goàls.

The Eva luation

The pretreatment FAM (III) profiJ.e indicates both

adolescents perceived family problems in aIl seven

subscales. Colleen and John ident,if ierl t,he areÊ.s of

Involvement, Control, Values and Norms &s most problematic

of the seven. However, George and Barbara had scores in

the average range except for George having a sl-ightly

eievateci score on the invoivement subscaìe and Barbara

id.entifying Role Performance as problematic. In general,

the scores of the adolescents aIl clustered in the family

problem range while the scores of the parents for the most

part were in the average range. The separation of scores

between adolescents and parents demonstrates the conflict

between the generations.

This farnily continued in treatment so the

became instead a mid-treatment profile. This

post test

profile shows
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a noticeable shift in John's scores movinÊl down to an

average range. Col-Ieents scores remain elevated with only

slight variations. The parent's scores are aII within the

average range. The therapist's hypotheses for the change

in scores between the two profiles relates to the following

changes: 1 ) The reframed perceptions of the probJ-em to a

family perspective i 2) George taking a more active

parenting role; 3) The parents beginning to real-ize how

their disputes interfered with their children's needs being

met; 4) The adolescents joinine together to direct their

concerns to their parents.

The Discussion

This appeared to be a disenglaged family with conflict

serving to connect family members in a dysfunctional

manner. The parents unresolved conflicts with each other

have triangulated the adolescents which has resulted in

increased tension, dissatisfaction and misunderstandings

for aII. The triangulated adolescent acting as a stablizer

reflects both a" lack of tension outlets and resolution of

conflict in the marital subsystem. For the therapist to

begin to impact the marital- conflict, the family's
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perceived. reality had to be reframed to allow different

behavior to become possibte. The ultimate therapeutic goal

for this family was to establ-ish rnethods of conflict

resolution within the narital subsystem while naintaining a

united parental front. Thus, the need for a system

stabl ízer woul-d be eradicated Ieaving the adolescent free

to gror17 and develop.
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No. 5 m bell Fami

Campbelt family consisted of Jerry age 36, Mary age

their two children, DaIe age 15 and Elizabeth age

The Presen tine Problem

The identified patient was DaIe. Both parentts

complained of Dale's defiance of household ruLes such as

curfews and uncontrolled temper outbursts. Mary was most

upset by problems in the home and clearly recalled they

began six months ago. The most recent outburst was a

violent "blow-up" three weeks ago which resulted in Dale

I cer¡'i nf horne to l-ive with f riends. These dif f icul-ties

brought the family in contact for the first time with the

police, children,s Aid, and the school Guidance department

and finally to ChiLdren's Home of Winnipeg.

S truc'tural Assessment

Key

key peripheral
functional relations
overinvolved
confl ictual-tr
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The therapist's structural assessment of this family

included a weakened parental hierarchy with a peripheral

Father and Mother overinvolved with both children. Within

the sibling subsystem, there FIas a conflictual relationship

between Dale and Elizabeth. The conflict described in the

sibling subsystem appeared normal with Dale taking on

adolescent/aduIt interests and Elizabeth pestering him to

join her in a world of child's PlaY.

Goal-s of Theraov

1 ) To join the executive system as a team in setting

Iimits and structure for their adolescent son'

This goai wiiÌ be accompiisire,j bv having Jei'ry (*"he

peripheral parent) became reinvolved within the

family as a husband and Father.

2l To reframe the parentrs criticism of their son as

concern and worry for his welfare and their sonts

rebellion as movement to establish a sense of self

The Results

The family was seen for three sessions. In the first
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session the therapist joined with all fanily members and

began to define the function of the symptom within the

family. During the first session an enactment made it

apparent that Dale heard only his Father's criticism and

rigidity. Conversely, Jerry, saw only his son's

rebel_Iion. The therapist reframed Jerry's criticism to

worry for his son's future. While, Dale's rebellion in

trying new hair and clothing styles became a healthy

beginning t.o t.he task of establishing a sense of self apart

fron his parents. The therapist did not let Mary interfere

as Father and son struggled to understand each otherts

position in a new way. This intervention rejoined Father
:,-:'- - r- --- ---^L ñ^r ^ -^^1.-l L.:^ f,a^+L^- ^-l L^,.'

ancl son empna$L'¿LIIB lluw iltuL.trt uaLe ¡lcc(le(r rrrÞ f ëL¡¡Er @rru rruw

much Father had missed his son. This intervention also

served to distance Mother who was overinvolved with her

son.

In the second interview, the parents reported that DaIe

thathad returned home a week ago. Jerry and Mary thought

further therapy would not be necessary as their home

situation had improved. The therapist inquired about

changes which they described as: 1 ) having more

the
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flexibi I i ty

Jerry felt

in eppreciating their son as an individual; 2)

closer to the family and especially his son

they had spent a lot of time together the past week; 3 )

DaIe after an absence from home had come to appreciate his

family - even a "pesty sister". with the farnily reporting

satisfactory functioning the therapist decided an

educational manoeuver

observed interactional

interaotional pattern

would be helpful in outlininÉ the

pattern would be helpful. The

r^ras outlined as follows:

I think that for some time Jerry has become more absent
from the farnily because of pressures on the iob.
Jerry's increasing absence from the family is through
no fault of his own' but I^Ias due to being pulled by his
management position and its responsibitities. This has
been difficult for Mary and she is upset not having her
husbanci's support, in deaÌing wit.h the f a¡¡riiv . jer-r'-v 's
absence from the family was also felt by Dale, who has
found it difficult without the closeness to his
Father. Because Mother and son are so cl-ose, Dale t s
concerns heighten as he notices his Motherts upset.
Dale then begins to express his escalating concern
through acting out behaviors. Because Jerry was such a
concerned parent his attention was returned to the
family. With Jerry's presence in the family once again
Dale and Mary become less upset which allows Jerry to
become even closer in the more relaxed environment.
Thus, if Dale begins to act uP, it is a warning to you
Mary that Jerry is absent from the family.

The pattern identified in the family is similar to that

Minuchin calls "Accordian FamiIies" where a spouse iswhich

absent for à time forcing one parent to take responsíbility
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for nurturing, executive and guiding functions with the

child.ren. In the absence of one parent the family, over

time, develops a riÉid structure leaving the absent parent

out. Taking this theoreticaÌ understanding of the family

the therapist developed a reframe. This reframe promoted a

family perspective in giving DaIe's acting out behaviors a

purpose within the family context. This message was to

empower the family to resolve their problems by creating

flexibility in the system with new insight for the use of

family resources.

The Evaluation

The pr.e-tr.eatment profile displayed perceived problems

by Father and son with Task Accomplishment in the struggle

to meet the developmental demands of adolescence. The

Mother and son agreed that there were problems with

Involvement. The problems identified with involvement may

relate to the Motherts over-invol-vement with her son

creating increased tension in the system as he struggles

for independence.

The post treatment scores for all family members had
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returned

fami Iy t s

to an average range. These results confirmed the

sense that "things were okaY".

The Discussion

The campbell family reinforced the importance of the

therapist inquiring early in therapy about the family's

relationship with other helpers. The therapist in the

process of inquiry remains neutral to accurately assess

their potential impact of hel pers on the present

therapeutic system. Mrs Carnpbell had reported their

involvements with other social service aÊlencies over the

past three months had. left her feeling more unsupported and

misuncierstooci which was mirror-inÉ the presen" i'el-ationship

with her husband. Agency workers had recommended that Mrs'

Campbell begin to trust her son and allow hirn freedoms

without restrictions. These workers advised that with

fewer restrictions DaIe would soon begin to make

appropriate d.ecisions for hinself. These interventions

recommended by professionals in other agencies had aligned

with Jerry,s perspective which caused Mary to try even

harder to control her son increasing their strr¡ggle. The

social service workers had inadvertently formed an alliance
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with Jerry and caused Mary to feel more and more inadequate

as a parent.

The past workers t advice of reducing restrictions had

not worked. as they had so closely mirrored the family's

struggles. This therapist in working with the Campbell

family took a new strategy from past social service

agencies in not joining an alliance with the Father by

minimizing the problem or siding with the Mother by

maximi zinÊ the issues. The therapist maintaining

neutrality in the family altered their previous

complementary relationship by placing them at the same

ì ^--^ 1 mL ^ +L^-^*-i ^+ o'l en o'l * o¡or1 r¡lrqt f hrr f qmi 'l w exner:t-ecl
-LEVEt ¡ IIlg U¡lçl @¡JIÞ v

from a professional by not offering quick solutions but

spending time understanding their dilemma. The therapist

used the family's understanding of their situation to

reframe the problern offering them new insight into old

dilemmas rather than entrenching the symptom within the

system.
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Case Studv No. 6 The Burke Family

The Burke family was a two parent family consisting of

sam 55 years, Anne 52 years and Kelly L7 years (three older

sisters had left horne). This fanily was seen by the author

for four sessions. The family's decision not to continue

therapy was reported below as a valuable learninÉ

experience for this practicum report because it chal-Ienges

the therapist to sharpen her skills.

Presenting Problem

The parents identified their daughter Kelly as having

d.ifficulties which they thought could be resolved in

-. :---l--J^l t-^-¡-l*¡ ^-^.'--J .'ì+l^therapy. Inese c[lI I Lcul Lles IItL,r.uLtcLr ¡r.trrË,rrrE ér uur¡q wr ut¡

the wrong crowd, coming home late for curfews and doing

poorly in school.

StructuraI Assessment

-+-

Key

confl ictual

The therapistts structural assessment suggested that

the parents used "a.voidance" of each other and detouring to
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manage the anger and hostility between them. To detour

their conflict both parents would attack their daughter or

refocus their attention to her acting out behavior to

reduce danger to the spouse subsystem. Kelly had now been

triangulated in her parent's relationship to the detriment

of her further growth and development. This was a serial

pattern in the family as each one of her elder sisters had

also been triangulated in the marital problems.

The GoaIs of Therapv

1 ) To encouragle the parents to begin to work as a team

to set Iimits for their daughter.

2l To imprnve the spouse subsystem

having the couple deal directlY

and frustration.

boundaries by

with their anger

The sul ts

The parents wanted only KeIIy to be treated and

resistant toward having the whole family involved.

the therapist uncovered the pain and upset between

couple they imrnediately withdrew. During the first

I^Iere

When

the

sess ion
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the therapist pushed the father to the point where he

almost "broke down". This intensity happened too soon in

the therapy as Sam never returned. Anne provided support

for her husbandts absence from future meetings to protect

him. It was later discovered that this r.'as an alcoholic

fanity with Anne facilitating her husband's drinking

problem with her denial of any difficulties other than

Kelly's acting out.

In the fourth and final meeting the therapist invited

two of the elder sisters living in the Winnip.g area to

assist in developing a diagnostic impression of the farnily
.,-; + ..^'l L,-.J^--+ ñ*,¡.i *æ ^{r +L^ f"-^+ i ^-i -a I o"ol
L¡Il-L L d5 WEaf OÞ OLL UI¡Uçl Ð U@llU¡¡¡Et Vr ults r u¡¡u Lrv¡rrrr5

of each individual- family member. Assessment of the

f arnif y's dysfunctional pattern was identi-f ied with the two

youngest daughter t s describing Dad over the years coming

home from the bar and picking a fieht with one of them and

when it got out of hand Mother would intervene to dissolve

the argument. In a similar fashion, Anne also expressed

her anger and frustration toward the children instead of

d.irecting it toward her husband. Thus, it was' a serial,

pattern with each adol"escent girl acting to stabiLize her
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parents' marriagle by short circuiting or detouring the

parentst anger. Anne, towards the end of the session, felt

this discussion was not helpfuJ- and this would be the last

meeting with the family.

The therapist

would be the last

message:

supervisor recoÊlnized that this

and gave the family the following

and the

meeting

I (student) see there is only half an executive
house and really for the business to work their
to be two bosses. Because there is only half an
executive, I can understand Anne why you are so

in the
needs

ti red.

My supervisor sees something different. He sees that
for a long time the girls have been fighting your
battles Anne with your husband. As long as the girls
nnnf inrrp fn fiøhf wit.h Ssm thev nrotect vou from
dealing with problems such as his spending, his
d.rinking and his wanting more affection from you. The
reason the girls feel they need to protect you Anne is
that you are so tiny and Sam is so big. So Anne' they
really don't think that you can take on big old Sam.
The girls l^¡orry about you Anne and feel they need to
protect you but they should go back to taking turns
because what Kelly is doing now in protecting you is
hurting her. The supervisor would Iike the third
eld.est daughter to go into the house and fight with her
Dad this weekend. This would alÌow Kelly a free
weekend to do some of the things she needs to be doing
in growing up.

This

thinking

message was designed to reframe the family's

an individuals problem to aabout the problem from
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farnily perspective. The messagle also clearly identif ied

the adol-escent t s behavior as a protective effort to divert

attention away from the parentts marital and personal

distress. The messaÉie chal-lenged Anne by saying she was

not strong enough to d"eal with her husband directly and

need.ed each girlts assistance to detour marital issues.

The Evaluation

The pre and post scorc$ for the Burke family remain for

the most part unchanged. The therapist was unable to

successfully reframe the problem in a systemic framework

with the family. The parents left therapy threatened by

looking at their own pain. They had come oniy for their

daughterts benefit. Thus, the family perceived ther:apy as

not changing the problem they had come with and decided not

to return. The fanilyts decision not to return meant each

member would continue to get their needs met external to

the farnily system. Sam would continue to drink, Anne would

have the supp6rt of her neighbours and Kelly would find

comfort with her peers. The FAM (III) profil,es confirrned

the family has not changed from pre to post testing.
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The Discussion

This family revealed the way in which both parents have

an attachment to the adol-escent but the adofescent also has

a function in the marital relationship. Thus, the

adolescent's involvement in the marital- relationship must

be disengaged if the adolescent is to deal- with her

developmental tasks in differentiating from the family.

Sam and Anne Burke presented the problern bringing them to

therapy as having nothing to do with their relationship.

Both parents agreed, "Everything is fine except for KeIly's

behavior". The adolescent was presented as the only reason

for disagreement in their marriage as we.l-l as their only

f rustrstion in l- i f e . The parents r^7ere un i ted in their

decision to present Kelly as the only source for the

f ami.Iy' s problems . During the f irst meeting wi th the

farnily the therapist attenpted to shift the problen on the

narital relationship by challenging the pseudo-alliance of

the parents. The shift or reframe of the problem was not

successful possibly for the following reasons:

1 ) The therapist

famíly before

this may have

was not adequately ioined with the

Father showed his vulnerability and

been too embarrassing.
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2) Although the parents both stated they were in

therapy to help their daughter, the therapist

continued to prematurely focus on the dysfunctional

marital relationship. Had I^¡e dealt more with the

presenting problemr wê might have eventually moved

from the chil-d issue to the marriage.

3 ) The family

giving them

seemed to resent our Iast effort in

intepretat ion

accepted.

message. Perhaps a more Iinear

of the pattern woul-d have been better

4 ) The most significant rationale for the lack of

success with the Burke farnily nay be attributed to

a failure to integrate structural theories with a

basic understanding of alcoholic fanily systems.

In hindsight, the following will integrate aspects

of the alcoholic family system and structural

theory to create what may have been a more

appropriate interventive strategy with the Burke

farnily.

a
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Kaufman & Patterson ( 1982 ) describe several types

of alcoholic family systerns which include the

functional farnily system, the enmeshed family

system, the disintegrated family system and the

absent family system. The enmeshed (type 2l family

in hindsight appears sinilar to the therapist's

assessment of the Burke family. In this alcohlic

fanily type, drinking behavior has interrupted

normal family tasksr causes conflictr shifts roles

and demands adiustive and adaptive responses from

family members who do not know how to appropriately

respond (Kaufman & Patterson, 1982:1023).

fn a type 2 family, drinking usually triggers anger

(as the two youngest daughters in the Burke family

experienced their Fatherts anger when he returned

f rom the bar ) as the drinker atternpts to

unsuccessfully use alcohol- to absorb his anger.

Kaufman & Patterson (1982) also describe that

excessive drinking in a type 2 family occurs when

family anxiety is high, and the drinking stirs up

higher anxiety in those dependent on the one who
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drinks. This may explain Kelly's anxiety in

describing her Fatherts drinking and sense of

urgency in continuing family meetings.

The communication pattern of the Burke famil-y is

also characteristic of the type 2 family.

Communication is often not direct but involves a

third party. Likewise, conflicts are triangulated

(projected) onto another family member. These

communication patterns were apparent in the Burke

family as each daughter during their adolescence

had functioned to detour or become the target of

the anger their parents were unable to direct

toward each other. The alcoholic in a type 2

fanily was described as abdicating parental roles.

The message given to the Burke fanily during their

final session implied that Sam had abdicated his

role. However, the message did not attach the

function of alcohol- as the beginning of Sam's

progression from the faniily executive subsystem. A

related factor not emphas ízed was: as Anne took

over management of the family, Sam was relegated to
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the status

perpetuate

of a child which further served to

his drinking.

The therapist incorporating these theories of

alcoholism would have begun an expJ-oration of the

larger family system, which may have revealed

coalitions between Anne and the extended family'

These extended. family relations would have further

distanced Sam from the family which validates

KeIJ-y's observation of her Fatherts increased

isolation.

Kaufman & Patterson frequently describe that in

type 2 families the alcoholic will become

sufficiently motivated for treatment when the

spouse reaches the point of total detachment and

threatens separation. Thus, the timing may not

have been appropriate for the effective treatment

of the Burke family. The therapistts assessment

would identify the Burke family as not yet

approaching the final marker of separation which

would create the leverage needed for effective

treatment.
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Kaufman & Patterson ( 1982 ) identify that type 2

families respond to treatment that involves the

following: 1) restructuring of the entire family

system i 2) possible hospitalization of the

drinking memberr or involvement in Alcoholics

Anonymous and AI Anon, and; 3 ) Alateen for the

rest of the family as supportive adjuncts

(p.1022). The use of larger social systems in the

treatment of families similar to the Burke family

seems necessaryr as often multiple generations are

interl-ocked in the nuclear family dynamics. Thus 
'

to effectively work with families similar to the

Burke farnily would require an integration of other

interventive models.

Conclus ion

This section has undertaken to illustrate the

therapeutic challenge that families with adolescents

offer. The discussion has integrated the developmental and

structural theories with family practice. I have implied

throughout this chapter the importance of a developmental
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framework, the accurate assessment of family processes and

the appropriate application of structural techniques to

family therapy. The next chapter wiII hiehlight the

integration of theoretical and practical knowledge in the

therapist's self develoPment.
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PART THREE

EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE
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Chapter Four

SeIf Dev elonment as a. erani s t

I Introd uct i on

This chapter differs from the others in that the

content is both objective and subiective. Thus ' the

chapter focuses on the process of becoming a family

therapist as this is describe,j iä 'ulie litei'atui'e, and as

experienced by myself as a learner.

From the literature, the process of becoming a family

therapist wiII be outlined in terms of inductive and

deductive training methods. The inductive training

describes the "learning by doing" combined with the

deductive training which uses the theoretical concepts to

develop a framework for practice. From a personal

perspective, I will focus on my emerging self awareness of
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the internal pushes and pulls I feel when working with

family systems. The last segment of the chapter will

provide two examples of my new self knowledge conbining

both theory and Practice.

Inductiv e and Deductive Methods

Several

integrat ion

experi enrle

deductive

authors have claimed that the

of theoretical concePts with

requires the concurrent use of

teaching methods, APonte & Van

succe s s ful

practical

inductive and

Deusen explain:

There is a place in t,raining for literature and
Iectures to communicate concepts and informational
data. Nevertheless, this mode of teaching is not the

--!:^^l f^- +L^ *-ñ^+i{.innan ¡.rhn mrrqf rìpvelÕnIIì()S L IJI-¿a(- L.L(j¿ar -L ur ur¡ç lJr ou

not just ways of thinking, but skill-s f or doing '
Read.ing and. Iecturing do not precede practical
training. They are given concurrently with and as part
of the experiential exercises (1981:338)

Minuchin and Fishman (1981) also describe in their

twenty years of teaching that there has to be a middle

ground between deductive and inductive training. Frj-esen

(1985) states that while it is true that an understanding

of theory can emerge from actually doing farnily therapy' it

is also true that the teaching of new skills can so

disorganize the beginning therapist that she misses the
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Thus,overarching theoretical concepts and goals (p. 20)'

the need for both inductive and deductive training is

clear.

The deductive training method became relevant for me as

a beginning therapist because of my confusion in tryinÉ to

und.erstand the complex transactions that organize family

life. This method of training incl-uded lectures and

reading assignment,s ma.i nl y exploring systems theories '

d.evelopmental theories, and the structural model of fanily

therapy. These provided a framework to bring order and

meaning to famiIY transactions.

The developmental theories provided me with a means for

shifting from thinking about individuals to perceiving

about the fa¡nily as an emotional unit. Carter & McGoldrick

(1983) explain that the more the fanily therapist can see

the farnily as a unit, and think of the family as a unit'

the more helpful the therapy. The developmental theories

challenged me to consider farnilies seen in therapy from the

perspective of the larger time frame of the family Iife

cycle. Also, this theory base helped ne to see family



problems as being a Part of the ebb

the multigenerational family system

1983:1?)
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and flow of change in

(Carter & McGoldrick'

The structural model was a blueprint for me to begin

shifting from analyzing content to understanding the

process of farnily interactions. A therapist working at a

process level can then develop consistent strategies of

treatment that at the same time allows for the therapist's

unique contribution.

Minuchin (797 4 ) claims that the structural model

--: ¡ L **^ ^+ .: ^^ l.i -^^+ .i "^-wJ-LIl }JLdV Lr9ç urrLUU¡YUsprovicies

Ieading

skills. He states

When the therapist ioins the farnily, he assumes
the Ieadership of the therapeutic system. This
leadership involves responsibility for what
happens. The therapist must assess the family and
develop therapeutic goals based on that
assessment. And he must intervene in ways that
facilitate the transformation of the family system
in the direction of those goals. The
responsibility for reaching this stater or for
failing to do sor belongs to the therapist
(Minuchin, 1974:111).

rt- -----^i -!tne Deg ]-nn} ng Lrteralrr lj L

to the practitioners development of interventive

Haley ( 19?6 ) concurs that the responsibility for change
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belongs to the therapist. Haley clearly states that the

therapist 
'

is expected to pl-an a" strategy of change to bring
about what the patient is paying money to achieve. If
change does not occur, he is a failure. Blaming the
client for not changing is not allowed (Haley'
1976:171)

Haley (19?6) views the role of the therapist as sol"ving

the problems clients bring. During the process of doing

this, organi za|ional changes nay be made that improve the

whole family's leveL of functioning. The therapist begins

to engineer change as the family describes the symptomatic

behavior of its adolescent as a problem. Later Ín

treatment the fanily may allow a shift from this point of

^*!*-- +^-.^*,f '.^-; +-'l ^-^}.'l ome ^r {-n nnn}¡l ems. of ot.her

children in the farnily. This example illustrates the ways

in which theoretical concepts organize a beginning

therapist's develoPment.

The d.ed.uctive training received also included

understand.ing of systems theories to connect the

understanding of individual-s /family/environment.

theories solidified my understanding of problems

an

These

d.eve loping
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from the family rather than from the individual. They

pointed to the importance of directing interventions at

changing the structure and interactions of the entire

family or the environment to resolve the probJ-em. For me

these concepts Iead. to increased choice in selecting

treatment interventions .

The inductive training I receivedr over an eleven month

period proceed.ed in two phases. f observed Iive interviews

with families via a one-way mirror as the first phase of

training. In the viewing room other c-l-inicians provided

commentary on family dynamics, and the interventions

implemented. The observational learning became an

indispensable part of teaching less concrete skills such as

the use of intuition, d.rama and tininÉ (wendow, 1984).

In the second phase, I received supervision in ny oI^In

therapy sessions by the use of a "bug in the ear"

( electronic ear piece ) or by reviewing video-taped

materials. The supervision in my own therapy sessions

using the "ear bug" was initially uncomfortabl.e but made

possible learning while working with families. Initially'
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I struggled in the sessions, being resistant to accept

interventions and directives from the supervisor. Over

time my resistance decreased as my understanding of the

purpose of interventions and results of directives became

apparent in therapy. consequently, with the supervisor's

direction I was able to both witness the process of change

and take an active part in the redirection of therapy.

This method of supervision was most helpful at times when I

had lost ny obiectivity and was engulfed by the family

system. Through the process of Iive supervision I

eventually began to anticipate my supervisorts

interventions and directions which lead me to become more

cnmfnr.telrl e taki ns the risks toward increasinE

independence. The live supervision was also beneficial for

the family because they are assured by the fact that the

supervisor, an experienced family therapist, was observing

and participating. Consequently, therapy I^Ias focused,

interventions were well tined, and opportunities for change

were maximized (Gershenson & Cohen, L978:.229), The

supervision in the second phase of training also incl-uded

the view of video taped materials which assisted my

movement to a meta position (a more objective position) in
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relation to ny work with families and also provided another

opportunity for guidance from my supervisor. These

supervision methods clearì-y mobilized me to begin therapy

with the security to experiment and to grow.

Practieum Exl)er]. ences

The following two examples demonstrate the therapist's

integration of theoretica} and practice knowledge in the

development of a nel^7 self ar^¡areness in working with

adolescents and their families.

The first example demonstrating my increasing self

4y.rô¡^n^ce avn'! nroq t.hp e).neri enf-iaI def icit T encor-¡,ntered@wøL E¡¡çÞÐ E^ylvr uÐ

in working with adolescents and their f arni l-ies . My

personal development did not match that of families with

ad.olescents. This means that I had not shared with all

family members the experiences of their devel-opmental

passages. From the literature, this is described as "A

therapist not yet at the family's stage of the life cycle"

(carter & McGoldrick, 1983). rn this situation, Minuchin &

Fishman (1981) advocate that:
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Too many young therapists go into healing without the
life experience necessary to understand the problems-
with which they are intervening. IdealIy, they should
excfude from their case load families who are in a

developmental stage that they have not experienced
thenselves. If that is impossibte, they should
acknowledge their ignorance and ask the family to
educate them in these matters (p.10).

From an inductive perspective the Iiterature became

relevant as it was easy for me to identify with the

ad.olescent ås this life experience had not long ago

passed.. The experience of parenting an adolescent was more

difficult to understand and I depended on the parents of

the families in treatment and references from my fanily of

origin to supplement my lack of experience' The

therapistts consciousness of the ease in identifying with

adolescents was the first step to controlling the

"generationaf puI1". This self knowledge created a more

balanced approach to working with both adolescents and

their parents. As a therapist working with families ' I

feel my position in the life cycle had to be considered

with the familY in treatment.

S imi 1arly,

emphasizes the

the Iiterature in the second example

"use of self" as an important component in
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family therapy. The "use of self" is particularly evident

in application of StructuraL Family Therapy. Minuchin

( 1981 ) describes the "use of self" as a dual role that

requires the therapist to be both a participant and

observer. The therapist incorporates these two roles in

accordance with the needs of the family.

The therapist's self knowledge was critical. Leveton

( 1984 ) explains:

What I can see in myself , I can see in the farnily Itm
working with. What I don't know about myself, I can't
see in the famiIY (P.124).

The therapist without self knowledge can inadvertently

!.^-.^^h^ no¡r nf f lro foni I.¡ q.-,s.t.em - Tn work-inÉ with a singleUEUU¡trE l/@r U VI u¡¡ç I 4¡ur r.' u.Jt g ve¡¡r

parent farnily, for example, I became trapped within the

system and began to functioning as a mirror to the parent.

This meant my role as a therapist changed from having a

leadership position to functioning as the parent who only

took charge of her personal- Iife when the situation had

become desperate. In this situation I took charge of the

therapy session at times but it was out of desperation not

from a position of control. The mirroring signaled my

therapist's incorporation in the system leading to
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reactions that were directed by the system and not by

myself. An ardareness of how the system engulfed me lead to

my taking steps to free myself in order to function both

inside and outside the family system. Thus my experience

corroborates with the literature in its focus on the

importance of self knowledge being critical to the

therapists free movement inside and outside the family

system.

The family can unconsciously pull on any nunber of

aspects of ones personal history. Awareness of self

implies awareness of personal history, includinÉ those

¡ .. r -- --^^^-^ 1 L; ^+^-*' "Ì.-i ^h ^ôñ Ìro -nnlrl omqf.i n.aspeclS oI PeI'5ur¡¿1,1- rlrÞ uur J w¡rrv¡¡

Thus, the therapist,s personal self knowledge aIlows her to

encompass the rangle of feelings she encounters so that she

can use her own emotional responses to help inform herself

of the famify's Process

The serious family counsellor has taken it upon herself
to explore whatever she can fathom emotionally and
inteliectually in the realm of family l-ife. Learning
about families she sees wiII teach her about herseLf.
Her knowledge of herself wilt teach cl-ients about
themselves (Leveton, 1984:141 ) .
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fn addition the therapist's insight into the famil-y

processes and her own a.Ilows the integration of both the

nuturing and controlling aspect of her personality'

Flexible use of these personal dimensions are necessary

d.uring therapy and this comes with the firm understanding

of oneself, along with the integration of practice

knowledge and a theoretical framework.

Conclus i on

As a beginning therapist, the practicum has provided

the opportunity for me to integrate theoretical and

practice knowledge. This beginning integration enables me

,ri --- I ^L ^ .:- 
--- .'^*l-i-æ "-i+Ì.to maKe moc[II l-(JaLI(JIrs ä,Il(r Lrrl¿1,rrËe¡) rrr rtrJ wut Ãr¡¡é wr u¡¡

adolescents and their fanilies. Thus, the integration of

knowled.ge led to both a challenge for myself and for

fanilies in grappling with issues that in the past were

beyond reach or not aPParent.
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Chapter Five

Conc lus i ons and Recommendations

I Introd uction

This final section wiIl summarize the application of

¡-=,^'ì^¡+an.t-o'! qn¡rl etr¡¡nf rrra'! t.hcnr ìes. in the context of thguEvçrvlJ¡ttç¡tuar

practicum experience. This summary will emphasize the

relevance of both theories as useful knowledge bases in the

treatment of famil-ies where adolescents are the identified

patients. The chapter will conclude with recommendations

for future work that have been drawn from the practicum

experience.
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De velopmentaÌ Theories

The developmental theories explored in this practicum

included the individual developmental tasks of the

ad.olescent and their parents. The tasks of the adolescents

and other family members are entwined in the

intergenerational spiral of the family life cycle. This

spiral conceptualizes the cyclical movement of all family

members through the deveJ-opmental stages. Movement in this

spiral may be disrupted leaving the family "stuck", and

unable to continue movement in a timely way throuÉh the

next stages. The fami]-y is most likely to become "stuck"

at transition points in the stages leading to the greater

anxiety and dysfunction.

In the practicum, nine families were seen struggl- j-ng

with the transitions required in the major life cycle stage

cal_Ied "Family with Adolescents" (carter & McGoldrick'

1980). Carter & McGoldrick conceptual-íze the overall

anxiety in the farnily as flowinÉ both horizontally (as the

family moves through the Iife cycle) and vertical-Iy (as

patterns move d.own through the generations). The farnilies

seen in the practicum were unable to brid.ge the transitions
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involved in ad.olescence because of the anxiety generated by

stress from both axis where they intercept. This section

wiII briefly summarize the developmental dysfunctions

presented by families, organi zíng them according to the

prominence of hori zonLaL and vertical- stressors '

In two of the traditionally intact families horizontal

stressors were evident. fn these families the

husband/father had to work long hours and spent most

evenìngs at his place of employment. He had little tirne to

relate to other family members or to assist his wife in

managing the children. f n these farnilies onl-y half the

executive subsystem was attempting to provide the guidance

r r !.--:!-. -J^1^-^^-+^ l^-.-*J f- +l^^ L.'-Ì---.1!c qlrqonne
anO Il-IllI L!i ¿l(l(J-LC¡iLiCfrUÞ' (Isltl4llu' r¡¡ u¡rç ¡¡uÐv4¡¡q

the wife became upset because of her stress in trying to

meet the executive demands alone in the fanily. The

adolescents missed their father and perceived the mother's

upset. The adolescents were unable to verbally express

their concern and resorted to behavioral acting out to

convey their concern.

The single parent famil-ies each presented a different
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horizontal stressor. In one single parent family' the

ad.olescents noncompliant behavior was related to a

difficulty the family had in adjusting to the changing

parent,/chiId relationship which permits the adolescent more

independence. In this single parent family the adolescent

was ambivalent in beginning to seperate from the family

because of a strongl sense of l-oyalty and need to protect

the mother. This internal struggle was expressed in acting

out behaviors in the adolescent. Thus, the family's

prohìem originated from the adolescent's need to initiate

separation from the family. In the second single parent

family the adolescentis development I^Ias hindered when the

parent abdicated her roIe. The adolescent in this farniJ-y

r------ !^ rr^--*l^- -.:+l^^.,+ +l^^ f-imi+o o-r{ e*nrrnfrrnp 'thqt
ogtä.Iì L(J I l-(J(¡II(I-Cr wl Ll¡vsL Lrrç rr¡rr¡ vÐ

create Ð. sense of security necessary for tackling their

d.evelopmental tasks. The single parent in this situation

became overwhelmed with the multiple duties of parent,

homemaker, wage earner, and finally abdicated the parental

role.

In five of the seven families with two parents vertical

stressors were id.entified with the adolescent incorporated
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as part of a rigid triangle. The adolescent's problematic

behaviors served. to provide the parents with an alternative

focus and d.etour in the marital conflict. Another family

triangle functioned with the adolescent moving into the

parents conflict. The adol-escent in this situation was

d.rawn in between the maritaf couple and expressed each

parents unresol-ved anger in a covert manner. Thus, the

adolescent in these situations is triangulated unable to

continue the developmental tasks of this stage. The

pa,rents in this situation also became "stuck", failing to

continue their developmental tasks in which, as a couple'

they are to re-establish a sense of intimacy. This faifure

to proceed. with fanily development seems to increase

----4.=-¡ -.^ :-- +!.- fon.ì l-, ¡ila',¡olnnmont.al .rr?"or:eSS With thgcoltl- Ll¡>IuII III UIIE I a¡rr¿ rJ us Y L¿vy¡ue¡¡ ve¿

bound.aries between generations becoming increasingly

bl-urred.

In three families vertical stressors were identified in

intergenerational patterns. These intergenerational

patterns had a role in creating family dysfunction'

parents from these families indicated that they were

greatly influenced in how they related to their own
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families by the way in which their parents related to each

other and to their children. Parents that brought many

unresolved Íssues from their fanily of origin had a

detrimental effect in the fanilies they initiated. For

example, fathers that did not receive adequate nurturing

from their emotionally distant fathers described themsel-ves

as limited. in their abitity to relate to family members in

a supportive way. Thus, the father in his own family

seemed to repeat the pattern of behavior learned in his own

family of ur'igin. In another fanily the matcrnal

grandmother was described as overcontrolling in her family

relationships. When her daughter became a' parent she chose

the opposite role and became an underfunctioning mother.

This mother was unable to provide her adolescent with the

structure and linits for fear of repeating the pattern she

found so aversive with her own mother. In another familyt

at the time therapy beganr €tD adolescent became pregnant

out of wedlock. The mother in this family indicated that

at the same age she too had been an unwed mother. In this

family both mother and daughter repeated the same pattern

of behavior in trying to separat.e from their families of

origin.
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The intergenerational patterns identified in these

practicum families reveal the difficulty parents encounter

in trying to adequately resolve past issues simultaneously

with the demands which their present adolescent families

make on them. In general, intergenerational factors can

play an important role in the present day functioning of a

family and its future development.

This discussion has demonstrated the adaptable

framework that d.evelopmental theories have provided in

their application to various family forms. In each family

form the developmental framework was a diagnostic tool

helpful in identifying the major vertical and horizontal

-+F4õô^.Fd Thrrq in oll families the ado'lescenttsÞ \,I EÞÞuI Þ. r¡¡uÐ , LLL

presenting problems were Iinked to unresolved developmental

issues. The ioining of presenting problems to

developmental transitions allowed the therapist to shift to

a broad.er context that was either internal or external to

the family.

Structura Theories

As noted earlier, structural theories were also
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integral to the practice experience. The model of

structural family provided the clinician with a means to

map out complex interactions that form the basis for

understanding the farnily's organiza|ional patterns. The

organi za|íonal patterns focused on distance and closeness 
'

hierarchy (the pecking order), famil-y boundaries (who is in

and who is out), the family subsystems (who is included in

the separate alliances that exist inside the fanily) (Preto

& Travis, 1985). Structural theory uses these concepts to

define family dysfunction as being an issue of distance or

closeness.

In the practicum the therapist would be working on one

^¡ !L^ +..^ ^.,{-mnmn¡ *^'.'on¡ì. 1\ ìnnneaqino t.hc distanr:e
UI T,IItj I,WU EA VI ç¡¡TLÞ L 

'

between an adolescent and one or both parents or; 2l to

mend. relationships to encourage closeness between the

adolescent's and their families. To establish more balance

in terms of closeness and distance the therapist would

strengthen generational boundaries to change a coalition or

alliance between parents and children. rn the case of a

triangulatj_on of the adolescent the therapist woufd

strengthen the marital subsystem creating a reorganization
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in the system. The loosening of rigid boundaries may also

be an intervention allowing an adolescent the flexibility

within the farnily to begin differentiation. As the family

moves toward more functional structures the above mentioned

dysfunctional systems disappear.

Throughout the practicum the therapist incorporated the

techniques of structural family therapy to promote change

in dysfunctional family systems. The structural technique

of reframing T^ias used extensively with troubled adolescents

and their families. This technique was critical- in therapy

as all the families entered therapy with an understanding

of their problem from a fixed linear view point - ascribing

r-ì-- !i-^l-- ¡^ +L^ ^l^ì^-^^ñ+ Tl.i- lìnaor r¡iar^r nfu-La¡llg gIl LII EI-J t,u LllE øuursÐuç¡¡ v.

their problern precluded the creation of new sofutions, and

often supported their engaging in more of the same wrong

solutions that serve to exacerbate and solidify their

troubled state (WatzIawick, et aI, 1974). The family's

view of the problem was usually either an internal

d.efinitionr or one they had come to accept from the

labeling processes of outside agencies (Coopersnith'

1980). In family's presenting problems with adolescents
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the practitioner was confronted with developing a broader

understanding of the problem. Reframing was particulary

appropriate for family therapy with troubled adolescents

and theÍr families: it accepts all the families

information about the problem and demonstrate to the farnil-y

that their problem is one of normal farnily development

requiring action by alI members for a solution'

In general the structural model was clear in the

illustration of basic theoretical concepts. This model

provided the therapist with a framework that all-owed

flexibility in assessment and intervention of fanil-y

problems. The model also reinforced the strength and

resources with the family which were not available during

their crisis. Thus, intervention was directed at changing

family structure to allow a return to optimum functioning '

The integration of developmental and structural

theories, founded in systems concepts were used ín this

practicum to create a holistic understanding of the

difficulties of troubled adolescents and their. families '

These theories have formed a franework that broadens the
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clinicians perception of the relationship between family

systems and larger ecological systems. The clinician

working from this framework can design intervention

strategies that impact the individuaL/famíly/environmental

contexts.

IV Recomm endations

The following five

adolescents and their

report.

recommendations for working with

families wiIl conclude this practicum

1 In the literature review of this practicum, the

developmental and structural theories were presented

separately. Although structural theory includes

developmental theory it does not expand on this

approach adequately for a beginning therapist ' Thus 
'

my learning required moving beyond the developmentaÌ

theory presented. within the structural modeI. The need

to separately explore developmental and structural

theories can be explained in an analogy to my practice
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experience. There were instances in my work with

families in which an individual family member required

attention. As an individual was treated within the

family context the developmental theories are dealt with

separately but remain a part of the systemic nodel '

The separate presentation of developmental and

structural theories in the practicum report revealed

that in some ways they have separate views of

multifaceted. realit¡'. However, in practir:e sì tr'¡ations

to perceive these theories as mutually exclusive would

Iead to the therapist missing the theoretical "power"

attained through integrating both theories. The

therapist, when abie to incorporate deveiopnreätaI an,i

structural theories has many diagnostic perspectives

from which to formulate assessment and intervention

plans with families.

In the practicum, I found. interventions involving the

merging of two theories created additional impact that

the singl-e theory base lacked. The combination of

structural reframing techniques and developinental
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theories were used extensively in this practicum as a

way of connecting symptomoloÉy with the context. Thus,

this technique allowed the therapist to take the

family's presentation of the problen and create a

systemi-c explanation of difficulties the family

experienced. This shift in the definition of the

problem allowed the therapist to gain entry into the

couple subsystem or the problems of other children.

The Jones and Burke families were mr¡r:h more seriousl"y

problematic when compared to other families seen during

the practicum. These cases point to the need to

understand forces external to the family system. In

these cases it may have been more effec'uive -Lo

concentrate on a broader range of interventions combined

with structural family therapy to create a multifaceted

interventive model. Structural family therapy as

defined by Minuchin does not seem to emphasize the

importance of the larger social context. I would think

to effectively intervene with seriously problematic

famiLies, attention would have to be given to the

poì-itical-, social and economic contexts within which the

family exists.
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The FAM ( III ) measure was used both as a diagnostic and

evaluation tool. The FAM (III) was useful during the

assessment phase of treatment to highlight each family

member's perception of dif f iculties. The FAM ( III ) I^Ias

also beneficial as it indicated the changing perception

of family members when treatment terninated.

During the practicum the student advised clients that

her position was an internship with no definite

term'i nation date. An interesting comparison would have

involved creating two groups of clients' with one group

given a d.ef inite date of termination, and the other

group to remain open ended regarding termination. The

+r-.^----..i -+ ^^-,,1^ .t-!ra¡ ^^mnqrÞ nn.-, rl i f f er.enc€ls bgtween thgLIICl"'¿1IJr5 U UUU!u u¡¡c¡^ vv¡r¡y@r v ø¡¡J

two groups in terms of their general progress in

treatment.

The field of social work has stimulated a revol-ution in

the understanding of farnily dynamics. Hartman & Laird

(1983) identify that social- workers began an exploration

of general systems theory, cybernetics and ecological

theories to develop a framework for understanding

4

5
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individuals in theír social context. Later, farnily

therapists incorporated these concepts to promote change

in dysfunctional family systems. The historical

development of social work and the famil-y therapy

movernent parallels my self development. I have moved

from a traditional social work position to a family

therapy orientation. This practicum has allowed the

incorporation of traditional social work ideals with

family therapy and techniques.

I feel it is important to note the integration of

learning from both traditional- social work and family

therapy perspectives. The social work perspective

^-.--l^^^.i-^^ +l^^ "-,1^--*on¡lina --rl .,oìrra 'in ¡.rn¡l¡ino r^rifhç¡rrl/¡røÐ¡¿EÞ u¡¡c r s LørrurrÀé '!v! ¡r¿¡¡è

the family. The social work ideals also point to the

important relationships between people and their social-

environment. The social worker joins the family to

address ways in which they can adjust or cope with

problematic situations. Alternately, the fanily therapy

framework gave understanding to the process of change

within the family. This begins with determining the

function of the symptom within the system and the ways
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it is maintained. The family therapist joins with the

family in a leadership position to facilitate change in

the family system. Thus, through the practicum

experience I have attempted to maintain a balance by

combining my traditional social work skiIIs with those

of family therapy to increase flexibility in working

with troubled adol-escents and their families.
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Al I 'ison Bennett
441 Arthur Street Apt. 33
Thunder Bay, 0ntario
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July 28, I9B7

Dear Allison:

I am wrjting to give you permiss'ion to include the Famììy Assessment
lnleasure'in your practicuum completed August 1986, entitled "A Reframe:
From the Troubled Adolescent to the Troubled Family" for the Faculty of
Graduate Studies at the University of Manitoba as part of the degree
requìrements jn the ltlSW programme.

Please send us a summary of the results of your practicuum.

S'incerely,
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33 RussellStreel
Toronto, Ontario
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Harvey A. Skjnner, Ph.D.
Senior Scientist
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APPENDIX A - FAM (III) QI.IESTIONNAIRE

o

GENERAL SCAIT
I

Di re cti ons

0n the folloving pages you wi'll find 50 statements about your famiìy
as a whole. Please read-each statement carefully and decide how well the
s tatenent des c ribes your fami'ly. Then, make your response beside the
statement number on the se arate answer she

If you STR0NGLY AGREE with the statement then circle the letter "a"
beside the item number; if you AGREE with the statement then circle the
letter "b".

If you DISAGREE with the statenent then circle the letter "c"; if you
STRONGLY-DISAGREE with the statement then circle the letter "d".

Please circle only one letter (res ponse) for each statement. Answer
every statenent, even if you are not comp 'leteìy sure of your answer.

Copyright 1984, Harvey A. Skinner, Paul D. Steinhauer,
Jack Sant,a-Barbara
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3

4

Pìease do not write on this Page'
Circle your response on the answer sheet'

(t)ø ,spend too nueh Líne anguing abou.t u¡ltaÍ. ott¡ pnoblutt o'ne'

Fanil7 ùttLet ane {ai:t'14 ¿ltane'd'

ulpn I a.6Í¿ Áoneone to explnLn whot thu¡ nean, 1 gú a tÐøighL ail^t{)etL'

Nltøn ¿omøone Ln oun daniþ it Uøef , oûe don't lznow í( thw¡ ane anghq,

tad, teatced ott whdf.

Ale anø o¿ woj-I- ad.iuted ú arLA |arwAA cou'lÅ pottLbLg be'

Vou d.on't gú a ehanee to be an ind'Lvífu'ot in ou'n daniþ '

ülhønIa^tlzwhqwehavøcaLt'a'Lnruúel,Idon'tgúagoodan'6u)e-4'

a¡e have thø ¿ame vie-tu on wltal. i's nLglvt and wøng.

L d.on, t ¿ee how anrl danti-Ia eou,Ld gut aLong be'Lten th.an outu.

Sonø dagt we arLe none etai,t'g annoqed thant on othetu '

ljJhøn pnob\etu come up, we þq di|óelLetf wrya od tolvíng ttten'

t,ltl {aniþ expee-ta me to do mone than nq thanø'

U)e atgue abowt who ¿aid w[tn't' in oun óanúlq '

$)ete}.L'øachothucahou't.thingltha't,bot|tÙLu.6.

t"lq danitA cou!-d bø hdppietz tlta'n ì't i't '

ltlø deel Lovød ín oun óanrt&q.

(ILten qou do ¿one,thing whßng in oun 6dtlit4, t¡ou don't' l¿now tdu"t' t'o expect'

It't hucd to te't'L wlv.t thø ru.tu oae in oM {anúg '

I don,t ttvLnlz anq (aniþ cou.lÅ, pottLbL4 be h'appLett than nine'

Some,tine.d we arLe uni,øín to e¡'ch othut'

(ile nevøn Løt ttvLngd pi,Le up unüL theq ane no¡t¿ t'hott wø ealil havtdle'

0)ø agneø abowt wln ¿hou,U' do wha't' ín oun {on<2q '

I n¿ven f¿now whaÎ'',s going on in ou'tt (wn'í]4 '

I etn .(-e,t mq dani-Lu l¿now wha't' i's bothwLng me'

(tJe nøven ge.t angng Ln oun {on&tl '

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

1q.

20.

21 .

nnLL.

23.

24.

25.



26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31 .

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

4t.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

Please do not write on this Page.
Circle your response on the answer sheet.

MU {aniQ Lniu to nun nq lide.

Id we do aomef.lq,Lng wLong, we don't gat a a-ltance to explnLn.

(ile attgue abou,t how muo-lt dttøedon we ¿houLd ltave to moJ¿e oun own d¿ci'síova.

tlu dnrþiLq and I undetøtond each otl+øt compt-e,tel4.

Ule doneLLne's huú. øach othetu døe.Uinga,

(ilhøn tl.vLng¿ atten't going well i,t taþe,s too Long to wotú¿ then ouL.

Ule can) t nelq on [aniLq menbet¿ to do tl'LQ-íJL patú..

Ule tal¿e thø line to ü-ttøn to each othe-¡t.

\lhøn ¿omeone i.¿ uØú, we don't dind ou-t url.tLL muelt La'tuc.

Somebísne.s we avoíd enclt otltut.

Ulz deel- cLo¿e to øach othut.

Puruí,slmevtt's ane [øítt in oun {amAq.

TIte rulu ín oun óaïvLA don't moJ¿e ¿eváe.

Sone th,Lngt abou.t. nr! dNnUA don't enünlq pløa,sø me.

Ne nevett gef. upae.t wi-th each otlte¿t-.

We de-a.L wi.t[t oua pnobLutd even urttøn theq'ne ¿wLou.

)ne dmifu memben a,baga tnLu to be the c¿nLtte od af'tenLLon.

t'lu daniLq Le.tt me have mq au¡, even i,[ theq d,í-aagnee.

clh¿n oun $atrví,Lu ge,tt upae,t, we tabø too Inng to gef oven i-t.

Ule afunaq.t adnvLt oun rwí'stahe's ut'í,thou.t tn¡ing to þuLde anqth,Lng.

Ue don'L neøLLr¡ þ1rr^5t ench othut.

Ale handLq evut dcs wha.t i.t expec.ted oó u.6 wi,tþrcu.t bø:tng told.

úlø aze dnee to aa4 wha,t we th,Lnl¿ in oun {affvLA.

fiaU dani].q i,s not a pendeet âuccQ.6^.

UJ¿ lnave nevel .Le,t down a"nothen {arniLu memben ín anq war¡.
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APPENDIX B - FAM (III ) INTMPRETATION GJIDE

I. TASK ACCOMPLISHMENT

LOVf SCORES (40 and below) STRENGTH HIGH SCORES (60 and above) WEAKNESS

- basic tasks consistenrly met - failure of some basic tasks

- nriìtifiry and adaprabiliry to change in - inability to respond appropriately to changes in

devcloomental tasks the family life cycle

- nrn.iioi.l parrerns oftask accompl¡shment a¡e - problems in task identiñcation, generalion,of

¡¡riinf.inr¿'.u.n under stress Potential solutions, and implemcntation of

- task identification shared by family members, change

alternative solurions are exþlored and attempted - minor stresses may precipitatc a crisis

2. ROLE PERFORMANCE

LOW SCORES (40 and below) STRENGTH HIGH SCORES (60 and above) WEAKNESS

]-roi.i ãt. ""il 
ìntegrated: family members - insufñcient rote integration, lack of agreement

understand what iJ expecterl, agree to do their regarding role definitions

;h;;;¡ get rhings d'one inability to adapt to new.roles required in

- remU..r 
"d.pt 

to-n.* roles required in the evolution of the family life cycle

development 
-of 

the family - idiosyncratic roles

- no idíosyncratic roles 
3. coMMUNIcATIoN

LOW SCORES (40 and below) STRENGTH HICH SCORES (60 and above) WEAKNESS

- .or-*i..,ions a¡e characterized by sufficiency - communications are insufñcient, disPlaced or

of information masked

- r.i*g.r ore direct and clea¡ - lack of mutual understanding among family

- rcceivér is available and open to messages sent members

- [|ru.i understanding exisis among family - inability to seek clarification in case of confusion

members
4. AFFECTIVE EXPRESSION

LOW SCORES (40 and below) STRENGTH HIGH SCORES (ó0 a¡rd above) WEAKNESS

- r¡f".ti". comàunicarion characterized by - inadequâte affective communication involving

.ip*rr¡on of a full range of affect, when insufficient expression, inhibition of (or overly

;;;;;ú;i.;d wirh co-rrect intensiry 
AFFE.T¡'E rN"oitlËîì.Jñmotions 

appropriate to a situarion

LuW SCORES (40 and bclow) sTRE¡ioTH I¡IGH SCORES (60 ond above) WEAKNESS

I emphatic invoiver¡ent absence of involvemenl among family members,

- furnity members' concern for each other leads to or merely interest devoid of feelings

fulfilíment of emo¡ional needs (security) and - involvemenl may trc narcissistic, or to an

protot., autonomous functioning extreme degree, symbiotic

- ã;;liit"f i""olvemenr is nurrurant and - family members rnay exhibit insecurity and lack

*oft 
tutonott

LOW SCORES (40 and below) STRENGTH HIGH SCORES (60 and above) WEAKNESS

- patterns of influence permit family life to - patlerns-of influence do not allow family to
.-..r-. rha ¡n¡,rinpc ¡'f nnonino f¡milv lif¡

proceeo ln a conslstent allu 8Ë¡lslally aLUçPrat"ç

manner failure to perceive and adjust to changing life

- able to shift habitual patterns of functioning in demands

ôiO!, ro rarpt to changing demands may be extremely predictable (no spontaneity) or

- control style is predictablè ¡'et flexible enough to chaotic

ãifor forio¡¡. ,pontaneiry - control attempts a¡e des¡¡uctive or shaming

- control anempts are constíuctive, educationat - style of control may be too rigid or laissez-faire

- cha¡acterized by overt or covert power struggles
and nurrurant 

?. vALUEs AND N.RMS
LOW SCORES (40 and below) STRENGTH HIGH SCORES (60 and above) WEAKNESS

- consônancebeìweenvariouícomponentsof the - componentsof thefamily'svaluesystemare

farnily's value systcm dissonent resultíng in confusion and tension

- tufnity's values á¡e consistent with their - conflict between the family's values and those of

subgioup and the targer culture to which the the cul(ure as a whole

fam'íly belongs explicitly slated rules are subverted by implicit

- expliãit and implicit rules a¡e consistent rules

- faårif y members function comforrably within the - degree of latítude is inappropriate

eristing latitude



APPENDTX C - TIIE JONES FAMILY LETTER

This letter was sent to the
family, which was explained
case study found in Chapter

Jones
in the
Three.

July 10, 1986

Mr. and Mrs. Jones
1196 Brentlawn Boulevard
Winnipeg, Manitoba
P7E 5R3

Dear Bill and Janet:
I wanted to write this letter because we haventt
to meet and there are a few things that I wanted
discuss. I also thought this letter would be an

opportunity to cl-arify some things that you might
heIpful.

been able
to

find

Throughout our meetings, it was clear that there has been a
great deal of pain and upset within the fanily over a long
period of time. This pain and hurt had led to misunder*
tanding and dísagreements between alI family members. Each

farnily nember has shown their hurt and upset over these
disagreements in different ways: Bill becomes angry and
resentful - no longer saying whatts on his mind, becoming
fess available to other family members; Janet becomes

angry and frustrated, sometimes feeling the only resort is
to leave the family; Nancy becomes angry with both Mom and
Dad and does poorly in school-. Each family member becomes
isolated, alone and more hurt.

These are some of the concerns we had talked about sorting
out while you were here and for the tíme beingr you have
decided to sort these issues out on your own. It may be
that when Nancy returns to school in the fall, there will
be more pressure and more difficulties. This is not an
uncommon experience for families and at that time, you may

2



wish some help in sorting things out. What has always been
apparent though, is that you are a. loving and caring
family. Throughout our work together, your concern and
hard work have always been evident. As a result, during
the sessions, I saw some changes with your persistance to
understand family problems. This is all to your credit
because I realize that these issues are hard to deal with.

I also wanted to tell you that my time at the agency is
coming to a cl-ose. I will be availabl"e until the end of
this nonth. ff at some time in the future you wish someone

to help sort out family difficulties, you can ca]I Gail
Smith, who was my supervisor.

As you are aware, I asked all my families to complete
evaluation forms as part of my work. So, I am enclosing
these forms and would appreciate you filling them out and
returning them to the agency as soon as possible. If you

have any further questions or wouLd Iike to discuss the
results of the evaluation forms, do not hesitate to contact
me.

õ¡ -^^-^l -.u !lluEr çrJ t

Allison Bennett, B.S.W.
Fanily Therapist
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